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17 W PRESCOTT 

The greatest fact in the world is Christianity. Our ability 

to dead with this great fact is measured by our abieity to deal 

with things invisible with that same reality that we deal: with  

visible things. And until we are trained to that, we shall not 

be able to aoorehend thil greatest fact in the world. The center 

of this greatest fact is the greatest person. That person is 

Christ. The whole problem of Christianity is that the Christ of 

history shall become the Christ of experience. That is the -:hole 

problem of Christienity. If he is to us simply the Christ of 

history, as a person outside of ourselves and apart from ourselves, 

he has only that influence upon the life that any ideal will have.• 

But ideals are not sufficient. No one can be saved frank himself 

by an ideal. That ideal must become a personality in him, in 

Order to change hie life. Now our great difficulty, as I have 

come to apprehend it, is the separation of the Christ of history 

from the Christ of experience, so that he is an ideal to us, and 

an example, a pattern, and not an indwelling life. That is the 

whole question of Christianity. 

Now I certainly hope with Elder Battelle that our study 

of these things shall not be merely intellectual. There is no 

study in the world equal to this study simply from the intellect-

ual standpoint. When one faces these wonderful mysteries and 

attempts to grasp them with the human wind, when one faces this 

book and attempts to grasp the theme, for I say the theme of this 

book, and to recognize that theme from Genesis to Revelation, to 
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recognize the working of a purpose, a divine mind, in all the 

history that is covered from creation until now, if there is 

anythine that will put the hunan mind upon the stretch, it is 
not 	 • 

that. We have been attempting to grapple with it in that way. 

We have done only piecemeal in little sections. I hope NB shall 

gain an appetite, a consuming appetite, to beable to deal with 

this book as a whole, to grasp what is really revealed here, 

not simply to grasp divers propositions, divers manners, but to 

grasp in that whole in which there was retealed to us the 

person of his son. 

I would like to have you read some scriptures for me. 

(Elder Prescott then gave out various texts of scripture, and 

after they had been read, he commented on them one by one as 

follows:) 

Matt. 11:38: "Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy 

laden, and I will give you rest." 

Here is a man among men, talking to men, but he ea el  "Come 

unto me." 

Matt. 11:29: 'Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I 

am meek and lowly in heart; and ye shall find rest unto your soultile 

"Come to me," "Learn of me." The one title which is applied 

to Christ more then any other, more than any other in the gospels, 

is Teacher. It is perhaps lost sight of in our Authorized Version, 

where it is Master. It is the same word.. The Revised Version 

puts it Teacher. "Learn of me, for I am meek and lowly in heart." 

I think we more often think of Christ in his power, in his miracles, 
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in his wonderful works, than in hismeekness. When he said "Learn 

of me," he did not say, Learn of me by watching my miracles, but 

"Learn of me, for I am meek and lowly in heart. I think that is 

the very foundation of all our learning of, him, that meekness 

and lowliness that surrenders to him, that does not pretend to 

know anything only as it is taught of him. 

John 14:1: 'Let not your heart be troubled, ye believe in 

Cod, believe also in me." 

'Come unto me," "Learn of me," "Believe in me." 

vsyx  10:21:"Then Jesus beholding him loved him, and said unto 

him, One thing thou lackest: go thy way, sell whatsoever thou 

hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in 

heaven•: and come, take up the cross, and follow me." 

Here is another one. Come to me, learn of me, believe in me, 

-- we must not forget that this was a man talking to men, using 

the same language that they used, subject to the same limitations 

that they were, and yet he says, Believe in me, Follow me. 

John 15:4: "Abide in me, and I in you. Aa the branch cannot 

bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine; no more can 

ye, except ye abide in me." 

Who is a Christian? One who believes the oreedl One who 

joins the church? He may believe the creed, and he may join the 

church, but who is a Christian? -A Christian is one who comes to 

Christ, who learns of Christ, who believes in Christ, who follows 

Christ, who abides in Christ. That is a Christian (Amens). It 

is not to be settled by definitions of doctrine, by relationship 
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/'some organization, the whole thing is settled by the personal 

relation to that person (Amens) I want these scriptures to 

speak to us for what they really are. 

Eph. 1:7: "In whom we have redemption, through his blood, the 

forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of his grace." 

What more can we ask for? We do not have redemption by 

assenting to a doctrine. We don't have redemption by doing cer-

tain things, our redemption is in him. 

Rom. 3:24: "Being justified freely by his grace through the 

redemption that is in Christ Jesus." 

Just the same as in Eph. 7. Through the redemption that is 

in him, and there is no redemption apart from him. "In whoa 

we have cur redemption.' The redemption is in him. When we 

receive him we receive the redemption, and we cannot have the 

redemgion without receiving him. 

Acts.16:30, 31: "And brought them out, and said, Sirs, what 

must I do to be saved? And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus 

Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy house." 

Do we need to add anything to that to make it complete? 

Doesn't a man have to repent? Doesn't a an have to bring forth 

the fruits of righteousness, to have a. variety of experiences? 

certainly. And yet all that must be bound up in that experience 

of believing on him, or else Paul never -mild have said that to 

thejailer. What is our duty as students of the Word? It is our 

duty to see how it is bound up in that expression. It is all 

comprehended in that statement, parallel with John 3:16, "For God 

so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten son, that who- 
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soever believeth on him should not perish, but have everlaating 

life." Again we see the use of the word Son rather than Jesus 

or Christ. "That whosoever believeth in him should not perish 

but have everlasting life. That is the whole gospel. It is 

our duty to see that those are the tests to the whole book. They 

as it were involve the whole book. It takes the whole book to exis 

plain John 3:16. It takes the whole book to explain the verses 

in Acts 16. What Paul said to the jailer must have been in-

telligible to him, for he accepted Christ and was baptized that 

very night. It must not have been a mere comprehensive theory 

of the proposition. That man was a heathen. It may be that 

Paul went on and explained to hiss, very likely he did, but it 

was all bound up in that one statement, "Believe on the Lord 

Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved. 

Eph. 3:8-11: "Unto me, who am less than. the least of all 

saints, is this grace given, that I should preach among the  

Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ; and to make all men 

see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which from the begin-

ning ofthe world hath b Dn hid in God, who created all things 

by Jesus Christ: To the intent that now unto the principalitiai 

and powers in heavenly places might be known by the church the 

manifold Plate wisdom of God, according to the eternal purpose 

which he purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord." 

Notice three things especially in that scripture: 1. The 

unsearchable riches of Christ. When he proclaimed that, he had 

been ecpounding what it maens to believe on Christ. He had been 

presenting the fullness of the truth that he found in the person 
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Christ. He was to administer that. 2. He was to make all 

men see something. See what it was necessary for them to learn. 

He was to open their eyes to enable them to turn from Satan unto 

God. His commission was tojoake men see something. When he 

wrote to the Galatians he said, "0 fodish Galatians, who bath 

bewitched you, that ye should not obey the truth, before whose 

eyes Jesus Christ bath been evidentlyset forth, crucified 'among 

you?" 
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His preaching was Of such power, such reality that when_they heard 

it they saw Christ crucified for them. It was His commission to make 

men see the unseen. 

Third. That even principalities and powers in heavenly places 

might learn more of God. But first of all was his own personal ex-

perience, the unsearchable riches of Christ and his commission to 

make others see what he saw. So much is involved in sigele statements. 

When Paul saw Jesus in the way, he saw himself in that light as he 

had never seen himself before; and after he had seen himself and 

Christ, then he was able'to see what things were. gain to him. "What 

things were gain to me, those I counted loss for Christ. 	. . I 

count all things but lose for the excellency of the knowledge of 

Christ Jesus my Lord: for whom I Annul have suffered the loss of 

all things." Phil. 3:7, 8. 

That was what he saw in the light that shined in the way. When 

that light shines that way, there is no further necessity of impress-

ing any one with the need of meekness, humility, and the sense of one's 

need. 

The next scripture: [Brother Palmer reads] "Beware leSt any 

man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition 

of Ski men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ. 

For in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily. And-ye 

are complete in him, which is the head of all principalty and power." 

[Elder Prescott continues.] The warning is, Let no man make 

spoil of you through a philosophy that is not the Biblical philosophy." 

The biblical philosophy puts Christ in the forefront; the worlily 

philosophy shuts Christ out. The whole difficulty with the world to-

day in ita efforts to reform, as Brother Danielle, was saying, is 
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that they are trying to reform without Christ. It is an utter impos-

sibility to reform the world while shutting Christ out. 

A. G. DANIELLE: It grows worse all the time. It is a disease 

that the remedy does not touch at all. 

W. W. PRESCOTT: It is just as true of our preaching and our 

teaching. It applies very closely to us. There is a tendency some 

way to substitute something else for the simple, personal Christ. We 

must get back to that. [Voices: 'Amen: Amen!) ,Wnen we recognize 

that the diffioulty with the world is that it is trying to reform 

the world without Christ, why should'we join in the same effort, and 

leave cnriet out? That will not help. Certainly there ought to be 

in this movement such a revelation of Christ as will draw those who 

are looking for a change to the better. But it must be with personal 

experience. It is not something that we can take and hand out to 

somebody else. It is just as it was with Christ. The greatest thing 

He taught was Himself. The greatest thing He contributed was Himself. 

When that woman touched His garment, He perceived that something had 

gone out of Him. That is why they said they were astoni-shed at His 

teaching, for He taught them as one having authority; and not as 

their scribes. There was in His very teaching that authority that 

comes with His personal presence. 

In this group of texts I desire to emphasize that which we 

must see ail through the Bible,--this idea that the center of Chris-

tianity is not a doctrine, but a person. Do not understand that I 

belittle doctrines in the least. We shall come to that later. But 

the greatest factor in the world is Christianity, and the center of 

that is a person. Our relation to this whole matter is a relation 
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to a person,--a personal relation. 

A. G. DANIELLS: Just a point there Brother Prescott: Isn't it 

just as futile for us to single out doctrines and write and preach 

in a masterly way on a doctrine severed from Christ,-  just as an in-

tellectual thing,--isntt it just as futile to try to reform the 

world that way as any other; without Christ? 

W. W. PRESCOTT: Yes, .wa put ourselves then on the same ground. 

as the scribes and pharisees. 

A. G. DANIELLS: So this Bible Conference should help us to oome 

back so that our preaching of doctrinal truth should center in the 

right tning, and that should stand first, 

W. W. PRESCOTT: Pardon ma if I speak briefly of a met ter of 

personal experience. When  I started out and tried to preach,. I was 

without any special training in a Bible institute or anything of 

that kind. As I had observed and heard, I thought the thing to do 

was to. prove the doctrines, and I started on that basis,--just simply 

to demonstrate the truthfulness of the doctrines. I found that I 

did not seem to accomplish anything, and I became very much dissatis-

fied with it. Then I got a new vision, almost like a personal - revela-

tion, like a person speaking to re I cast the whole thing aside, and 

started in the simplest way, presenting Christt. I was sure there 
r. 

should be a presentation of this message, and that specific doctrines 

sho::ld be emphasized, but ever since that time my study has been to 

present Christ first. I do not think we can preach Christ by simply 

presenting subjects first and trying to lead up to Christ. We must 

present Christ first, and then work out to the doctrines. He is the 

doctrine. 
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Now another group of scriptures: Romans 8:8-10, 2- Cor. 4:10-11, 

2 Oar. 3:17, Acts 5:3, 4, and 9, Col. 2:20, Eph. 3:17, Phil. 3:8-10, 

and Col. 1:2?. 

In the reading of these scriptures that I want to emphasize is 

the indwelling of Christ. He is the center of chrietiarity. He is 

the doctrine. -Now, on the indwelling of Christ Romans- 8:8-10: 

"So then they that are in the flesh cantot pleaee God. But ye 

are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of 

God dwell in you. Now if any an have not the Spirit of Christ, he 

is none of his. And if Christ be in you, the body is dead because of 

sin; but the Spirit is life becauseof righteousness." 

"They that are, in the flesh cannot please God," Mat does that 

mean? It is exactly the same expression that we have in Acts 17, 

where the Apostle Paul in preaching said, "In him we live and move 

and are," But in order to try to give the meaning, our translation 

reads, "Have our being." But it is just the same verly, "are." 

Ye do not have your being in the flesh. Any one who has his 

being in the flesh carnet please God. But then it ch,,eeges and sayt 

But if Christ be in you, the body is dead. 

The first expression is "Spirit of God," the second 'Spirit of 

Christ," and the third "Christ." What does it mean when you have 

those three in that connection? Synonymous. Then Christ in you 

is the Spirit of Christ in you, which is the Spirit of God in you, 

and if ycgs have that experience, you do not have your being in the 

flesh. It is not the fleshly life, it is the heavenly'life. 

2 Cor:4:10, 11: "Always bearing about in the body the dying of 

the Lord Jesus, that the life also of Jesus might be made manifest in 

our body? For we which live are alway delivered unto death its for 
Jesus' sake, that the life also of Jesus might be made manifest in our 
UalrfaudeaxxxaxitkrIrArktaxamxierwwyrdialimmerimixlastra mortal flesh." 
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Death precedes the manifestation of Christ, and unless we are 

willing to pass through the experience of death, we shall not pass 

into that experience of life. That is fundamental., 

The next scripture: 2 Car. 3:17: ".Now the Lord is that Spirit: 

and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.' 

What I want you to note is just the same as in Romans 3:8-11. 

The Lord is the Spirit. When the Spirit is present, He is present. 

When the Spirit is not present, Na is not present, and we only have 

so much of Christ as we have of the Spirit. We can only know Him 

through the Spirit. We can only An masixlatis have so much of Him 

as we have of the measure of the Spirit. 

Acts 5:3,4, 9; "But Peter said, Ananias, why bath Satan filled 

thine hart to lie to the Holy Ghost and Co keep back part of the 

price of the land? Whiles it remained, was it not thine own? and after 

it was sold, was it not in thine own power? why hest thou conceived 

this thing in thine heart? thou hast not lied unto men, but unto 

God. 2k . . Then Peter said unto her, How is it that ye have 

agreed together to tempt the Spirit of the Lord? Behold, the feet 

of them which have buried thy h;sband are at the door, and shall 

carry thee out." 
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Notice the three things hers. First, lying to the Holy 

Spirit, whioh is sot forth in the next verse to be lying to God: 

What does that mean? It means that when you deal with the Holy 

Spirit you are dealing with God. But note the steps. This omits 

one step. *Through him we have access in one Spirit unto God.* 

Note the steps. The Holy Spirit, the Comforter, the Son, the 

Father. We only have so much of the presence of Christ as we 

have that presence of the Spirit. Through the Son we know 

the Father. And there is no other way of access, as we are 

situated now, in the flesh here, there is just one way to God -- 

the Spirit, the Comforter, the Son, the 

Next Scripture--Gal. 2:20: *I am crucified w 

Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ•liveth 

in me: and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by 

the faith of the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself 

for me." 

Hera /a where we have the ideal changed Ant° the 

personal power. Follow.his steps. 	*He that saith helabideth 

in him ought himself also to walk, even as he walked.. Likeness 

of Christ is the aim of the Christian, but ow shall that 

problem be solved? What is the provision that is made in. 

the gospel? It is not an impossible task; not an impossible 

ideal. 	It is an impossible ideal to copy it as something  

outside of ourselves, but according to the revelation of the 

gospel, a realization of the ideal when that ideal becomes a 

person within. You may set up all the ideals of reform in 

the world, you ray set forth the most beautiful ideas of 

reform, but nu ideas will save any ona --never. But when the ilea 
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becomes a person as in Christ, there is salvation; and that is 

the only person upon whom we can depend for salvation. 

Next Scripture --Eph. 3:17: 'That Christ may dwell 

in your heats by faith' -- Yes, that will do. What is the 

difference between Gal. 2:20 and Eph. 3:17 -- "Nevertheless 

I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me are' *That Christ 

	

may dwell in your hearts by faith.° 	I would like to have you 

notice the permanency of the expression -- That Christ may dwell 

In your hearts. Not simply come and visit, --dwell in your 

hearts; that you may become a living temple where the holy God 

is always seen. "That Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith. 

• Phil. 3:8-10: "Yea, doubtless, and I count all 

things but loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus 

my Lord: for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and do 

count •them but dung, that I may win Christ. And be found in him, 

not having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but that 

which is through the faith of. Christ, the righteousness which 

is of God by faith: that I may know him, and the power of his 

resurrection, and the fellowship of his sufferings, being made 

, conformable unto his death.° 

Now the epistles of the apostle Paul are notable 

for the development of certain doctrines, but if you follow 

carefully you will see that he develops all these doctrines in 

Christ, not apart from him at all. Before his conversion 

he was a Pharisee of the Pharisees, as touching the law blameless. 

A Hebrew of the Hebrews. Among the Scribes and Pharise a he 

would pass 100 per cent. But the difficulty was that it was all 

apart from his person. When he saw Christ in tae way it changed 

the "'thole current of his life, and what before had been self 
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and self exaltation, and righteousness by works, and commending 

himself to God for what he was and did of himself, all that 

was worse than nothing now, for his righteousness, he says, is 

"found in him.* You see that these Scriptures bring two 

ideals out -- first, Christ in us, and second, we in him. 

"Abide in me and I in you." "At that day ye shall know teat I 

am in the Father, and ye in me, and I in you." It is a double 

experience. That is the experience of the person in Christianity. 

Col. 1:27: *To whom God would cake known what is 

the righes of the glory of this mystery among the Gentiles; 

which is Christ in you, the hope of glory.e We deal with the 

wisdom of God in a mystery. That mystery is unfolded to us in 

the Scriptures through which ee come to the person and see teat 

mystery unfolded in the person of Christ, and that is "Christ in 

you the hope of glory." We mist recognize constantly that in 

dealing with these spiritual truths we deal with that which to 

the natural man is simply foolishness. We deal with that 

which to the world does not appear to be wisdom at all. We 

appear to the world to be off up in the air somewhere. Now I say, 

let us keep our feet on solid ground, and not be carried off 

into a sort of mythical ideal -- a religion which is merely 

a n-tion or sentiment. If there is any solid foundation for 

anything it is for Christianity. It is solid foundation of 

actual fact. What we must hold to, anchor to, are facts. 

Then se must know what these facts mean, and that is hat we 

learn in this book, and what we will try to learn more and 

more. These texts emphasize the facts that the center of 

Christianity being a person, that person xust dwell in us. That 

Ia Christianity. We must grasp the meaning of the texts that 
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set forth this ideal of Christ in us -- that godliness must 

become a personality; not an abstract teaching, not a mere 

demonatration, as a problem of geology to prove a theory. 

The mere proof of the theory of theology has no more salvation 

in it than the proof of a theory of geometry. Not a bit more. 

/ have heard so much mere teaching that was nothing more than 

a mere demonstration of the theory that I feel the need of 

emphasizing this. This idea of preaching Christ is not to 

demonstrate the theory and then tack Christ on to it. It is net 

that. It is to preach Christ in the theory. And personally I 

have found. that was a field for the greatest study -- how to do 

that so that it would not be a theory and then Christ tacked on 

to it. Not a dry demonstration, a thin exhibition; but that 

the thing itself should be the exhibition, the thing itself 

should be the drawing power. 

I am speaking now especially with reference to 

teaching Bible in the school. I think the great thing in 

the Bible teaching in our schools is that the whole field of 

necessary truth shall be oovered in preaching Christ in person --

a personal';Christ. As I said yesterday morning, I am hoping 

that if there is anything at all to this ideal we are dealing with 

now, it shall have influence upon our method of Bible teaohing in 

our schools. 

This last trip I was out I met a company of our 

workers four times, had four opportunities, and I tried to 

impress some of these things in relation to our personal 

experienve and teaching the truth. At the olose of the fourth 

meeting they had a testimony meeting, and one brother --a worker, 

got up, and he said, NI am ashamed of myself. As I came to 
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this .neeting I saw a man on the car with his Bible open, and I 1125 
thought probably he was a minister, so I got in the seat with . 

him and had a chance to study with him, and I Just wound him all 

uP on doctrines, and I embarrassed him. As I look back, I..: 

am sure I did not help that man a bit. I am ashamed of myself. 

I am going to throw the whole thing aside and start over. 

Lately I have felt that I was losing my personal experience, and 

I hardly knew exactly what to do. I thought I would 

prepare a new set of Bible readings and see if there was anything 

that would bring back that spiritual part that I was losing. . 

I am ashamed of myself.• 

I was attending a Bible institute in China, 

with- Chinese workers and a few foreigners. After we had -been 

studying for a few days the different native evangelists 

werf called upon to tell in what order they would present tas 

doctrines, and they had written down on the board kaxxlitsx 

thsegktmeschxteetztes with which doctrine they should begin..  

When it came the turn of-the Chinese evangelist, who had- gained 

some experience, he took the eraser and rubbed it all off the ' 

board. lie said, "I will rub it all off and start with Chriat.w 

I was pleased that he went at it in the. right way. He had got 
to stud?' 

the vision,-- that it was not. mmestzei doctrines which lead Up 

to Christ. He was going to rub it all vut and start with 

Christ. 

I remember another experience I had. I met a 

young man who had just come out from our schools. He had had 

only one or two experiences in the summer with the tent work, 

and he was going out to heathen fields, and I thought that I 

would have a little talk with him before he went over. And 

so I talked with him-  something after this order. I said, 
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'My brother, before you go out here to deal with these 

heathen people, let me just. tell you that you won' t be able to 

_reach these people and to convert them from their heathenism 

by just proving to them that the seventh day of the week is the 

Sabbath, or that man is mortal, or that. the coming of the Lord 

is  near, or that. Christ i e priest in the heavenly sano.tuary 

You will not be able to reach these heathen people and. convert 

them from their superstition ana  make.  Christians of them lust 

from that. You, have got to present a living personal Saviour to 

those people in such a. way that this shall take hold of their 

heart and change their very nature.* I talked about half an 

hour in that way. When I finished talking to him, he said to me, 

'I thank you .very much for this talk. No one ever talked to me 

this way before. You have opened up a new field. 0' I thought, 

Where is the Bible teacher who taught that young man, if that 

is the way that the talk that I had with him dawned, upon him. 

Candidly, I think the teaching in our schools should be so 

conducted that when our young men go out Xs from the schools 

to heathen fields they shall know how to win the heathen to" 

Christ. 
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Nor I feel very earnest y over this matter-..that 

there mu3t be such a.lieeMing of the gospel in our sehoqs--in 

our Bible -claseee, that there shall be a converting power 

ritht there in the class--and that when they go out. they shall 
• 

.knoe hoc to do the thing. 

I have met some others out in- the field in tee or 

three- different fields, T met a young an who talked to me privately 

and very fankly., Es:act/VI found him greatly discouraged, 

Be sad tiao or three,  others had preesy nearly the same experience 

and bad about collapsed;'. I asked what was the trouble; 	found,n 

he said, rishea I got out hers I had not received the preparation, 

to do the weak I wAs e:tpeeked to do ismone thtee heathen peoPle.s 

Now when a man gets out =ong these,  heathen., all the thought of 

his ofiretly,2  naeuon4IW or rthirdiy" or the building np of 

his doctrine, are gone. Your isa athoa audience b, not know , 

the Book. - They cannot even-  finl a pessa4s in it, and there has 

got to be something, beside bringing in dootrine in order to 

help those people. 

I have already tad'some of le) experienoe cut before 

a heathen audience recently. More than pelf never confessed Christ, 

and mold not turn to. the Bible. I spent only two weeks.' 

with them, and it was a harp day that last day of the meeting when 
they testified that they had foiled Chriet in the meeting end as. 
eePted him as their pereanal neviour and wore ready to stand 

for him. 
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Now' we think that .ameng an intelligent people kW 

mutt spend six months more with in order to bind off the 

work before they are thoroughly convened--How shall we 

ever finish the work among hundreds of millions of people on 

that basis? I believe there is a testimony to be born that in 

itself shall have the power to fuliy convert the people to the 

Message right there. -. 

But T  think that ought to begin right in the class 

room; and not simply in the Bible room but the history room, 

the Lcience room, in every foom in far.t • eo th-t our schools ghat 

be essential Z1.121:174choole,  - Now no ono: used anybet they 

narrow dawn eiuo-...tionb:t thia. 1 tail you I defy 	strongest 

Intel:to:It to ,_triter a.t problari asap fly. There is no In- 

  

toilet that can master it completely, It uill bo oUr study throw 

eternity even Ia the glorified :state. 

I eincerely believe that 	echo s-coUld stand. out 

before the world Oen 23 did. Luther's echo& 	wUrtaburg-s 

as qvake  schodIa-v - -But when that dayocAmes the Bible-  teschi-s-,  

will be more than the teaching el.dhetrinee-the history 

teaching will be m-re than the teaoaing of history—science teach** - 

will be more than the teaching of mere Baynes—although they 

all three teach those Same things,. Bus the teaching will be 

away beyond that. The whole problem will be to arrive at tae 

Agumang of those facts--to be able to translate these facts 

of history and soleness into the meaning of the preaching of 

the gospel in everything that reveals Christ in the . 

converting Word,;whether the student is in the science or 

history room he is learning-sand learning too on a very solid 
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basis--auland learning in  fact .0  not in theory—snot sbnply tLZ) 

dogma and abstract theology; The bible is not a book of 

systematic theology, I think that a large part of the Bible is 

simply history. And oftentimes those feats are tot interpreted .--

at all. Toumust take the whole topth,?,r to-find the meaning. 

of this' facts. Now to study the'ne Teatamsat alone I think one 

great mistake As make is in when we are.studtAng the 

New Testament, in coming acrosa qaotatione-from the Old Testament 

wiz we do not refer back to the Old, Teatement for those quotations 

but simply-take the statement as it is nano  La the New- Testament 

without reference_to its original:a-me 	guncotton. -Yak 

instanoe, you take this slx:ple statement; 

- 	',Behold the Limb Of Gal which-taketh.away-the sin-of--- 

the werld,' made 	the. Baptist to call people- in intfocluoing / 

Jesus. He presented b-7fore'th= the 	sanctuary question. 

It is in thelight of thnt.on statement that- tae whole sanctuary 

service should be-studied. Thiat is"the katerpretation,of 

Not to simply atop' therain the 	Testament, but-go through 

the Old Testarent:forthammimm conaeotions . 

A statement ia.Noepal- Workers's-impressed selriant, 

much, welch says, Ihe books Cf Daniel and the Revelatiur 

should be/studied in,couneotion with the words, 'Behold 

the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world.' Now 

I take it thLit meana that when we are studying the book of 

Dani-a we should see the Lamb of God that taketh away the 

sin of the world, and be able to make others see it. And 

when we study Revelation ae should see in it the,  Lamb of 

God which taketh away the sin-of the world, and be able to make 
others see it. 
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Now we-have studied the books of Banieland.tilq 

Revelation too much as exposition and something to tell 

people about. / made up my mind years ago that personally I was: 

net getting out- Of that bookervfleat I-ought to get=-notably 

the book,of Revelaticip-and I started infer a new study from the 

standpoint that it must have some personal help in it for me. 

It has a warning osnosrning conditions I am nOw'in--not • 
simply for the mss outside world. ,  I Will be with the outsiders 

if I do pot take that warning to myself that are sat forth in that 

book. 

Now I talta.it these things are for our personal 

help that .are -Contained in these books; and when the people opaa 

to us they want Personal help. ' The last time I studied the boOk 

of ARevelation it was with a class in Japan, and one of these 
4 

lie afterward wrote Man was only with me there two weeks. 

me that he. greatly enjoyed thestudies in Revelation.: I 

thought this was' wonderful for 1 man who had never oonfessed 

Christ amihad only studied the Bible get two weeks to say he 

greatly enjoyed his, study of the book of Revelation 

DARIELLS: That is whet the world. needs --the Lord 

Jeaus reveal a-through his word. I hand Dr. Riley say the other 

day, telling of the Bible Conference, wnex of one preacher he had 

listened icanksauchnidanixtbstaaxit about whom he aid: "Brethren, 

I never heard one of our scholarly men hutches homiletics 
	

het 

man, but I never heard any one ex;cund the Toni of God as that 

man. He used as his text, 'The Lord God 1-d a sun.' 	He gave us' 

ten minutes of an outlite on the subject of "Sun" , "Son"; 

"Son of God," ""Sun the light of the world." H:: went on 
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telling about this man, and from Dr. Riley's account it 	131 
certainly seemed to be a wonderful experience. He emphasized 

the thought that he got a new ides. The man had  e;ounded 

the Word . It mare smolt an impression upon these suholarly men. 

And thst is exactly what the world wants--sn e>positiot of the 

Word of the living God, 
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Elder M. C. Wilcox accepted the suggestions of the delegates 

on the matter of partial and plenary fulfillment of prophecy, 

agreeing that both these fulfillments are Worthy of recognition, 

and citing as examples the prophecy of Elijah. 

DISCUSSION THEN OPENED 

G B THOMPSON: Is the destruction of Jerusalem a type of • 

the end of the world? 

M C WILCOX: Sieter,Whites makes it so. I have thought that 

there is a lot in what Alex. Maclaren said, that there have been 

different great days ,of the Lord, but everyone looked forward and 

was in a sense a t pe of the great day of the Lord that lies just 

before us. Is not that true in. a great many other things and 

experiences and blessings which God gives, they are a type of the 

fuller and greater blessings later on. 

W W PRESCOTT: Did runderetand that you thought that rational 

Isreal came to an end in the destruction of Jerusalem? 

IL C WILCOX: I think in God's plan they came to an end when 

they said We have no king but Caesar. 

W W PRESCOTT: Yes, but what about Cod's purpose that be 

announced to Abraham, *In thee I will make a great nation? Is 

that simply the Jewish nation which is gone now? 

M C WILCOX: That nation as an earthly nation, but not the 

nation of which Jesus Christ is the center. I have seen a great 

deal in that text in Gen. 49:10: ""The sceptre ehall not depart tom 

Judah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh come; 

and unto him shall the gathering of the peoplabe." 

He wanted them to see that which we ought to see now, that 

all centers in the tribe of Judah, and the one: in the tribe of 
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Judah, Jesus Christ. 
4 

J N ANDERSON: What do you understand that the word "peoples" 

(RV) refers to? 

M C WILCOX: I had taken it as embracing all. Not simply the 

tribes. All of the peoples of God that had.come from every source. 

T W PRESCOTT: I think we must keep in mind that original 

promise that will be fulfilled in a nation. 

M C WILCOX: That is dev,:loped a little more ully in Isa. 

45:17: "But.Israel shall be sand in the Lord with an everlasting , 

salvation: ye shall not be ashamed nor confounded world. without 

end." "For thus saith the Lord that created the heavens; God him—

self that formed the earth and made it, he hath established it, 

he created it not in vain, he formed it to be inhabited: I am the 

Lord; and there is' none else." 

His very purpose lies in that, and his purpose will be 

accomplished. 

W W PRESCOTT: Peter in writinz to the diapersionsays, 

"Ye are an elect nation, a royal preisthood, an holy nation. 

M C WILCOX: Just as in the 19th of Exodus. 

W W PRESCOTT: I thought we must keep in mind the na4on idea< 

A G Danielle: Wasn't that nation, up to the time he spoke_ 

of, a physical nation? 

W W PRESCOTT: Yes, a political entity. 

A G DANIELLS: Politically it came to an end, but in the 

purpose of God it wa=7 a spiritual nation, and that work would go 

rircht on and they would continue right on. 

M C WILCOX: One thought regarding that is in Romans, on the 
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(remnant. Romans 9:27: "Esaias also crieth concerning Israel, 

Though the lumber of -the children of Israel be as the sane' of 

the sea, a remnant shalrbe saved." The true remnant, they 

represented the nation. 

An exposition of Romans 11:25 was called for 

M C 7ILCOX: I don't know whether anyong else agrees with me 

on this scripture or not. I think that all the fulness is met 

in our Lord Jesus Christ,and I think that in the first chapter 

of John "Of his fulness have we received, and grace for grade," 

was spoken to the Jewish people, ena  is met in one of the texts  

quoted this morning, that "In Mn should all fulness dwell." 

Here the fulness of Jew and Gentile was met in Jesus Christ. It a 

came in when Christ was presented to both Jee and Gentile in all 

his fulness by the gospel, and from that time on till the present 

time until probation closes there is no difference between Jew 

and Greek, Barbarian'or Scythian, but Christ is all and in all. 

W W PRESCOTT: About the nation. As I read it, the 

nation is Israel all the way through, political or spiritual 

Israel, and God's purpose to make of them a great nation is still 

going on, and will be finally accomplished. "He hath made us 

a-keieEdem kings and priests unto God and his Father," I want to 

suggest that all outside of Israel are the nations, and Isreal 

is the nation. We come to Joel. Here is where I think we 

find the correct interpretation. Joel 3:9 and onward:"Proolaim 

ye this among the Gentiles; Prepare war, wake up the mighty men, 

let all the men of war draw near; let them 0048 up . 

Assemble yourselves, and come, all ye heathen, and gather yourselves 

together round about: thither cause thy mighty ones to come down, 
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O Lord." Some have said that the word "heathen means Japan, 

India, and China. 

M C WILCOX: No doubt the translation has led many astray. 

W W PRESCOTT': Yes. I think it includes Japan and India and 

China, But I also believe it includes all the nations 	verse 

9 says "Prepare war, wake up the.mighty men, let all the men of 
to 

war draw hear. . . Let the heathen be wakened, and Coe up the 

valley of Jehoshaphat." The changes were rung upon the idea 

of heathen people, and therefore that these nations were Japan and 

India and China. That is aliright as far as t goes, but it is 

too limited. It is the nation and the nations 	 come up, 

and when we come up to the final battle, it will be One nation 

against all the nations in the world. I want to be 	h the 

nation, because the contest is between the nation and\the nations, 

and I don't want to be with the nations in any way, I want to be 

with the nation. 
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A.G.DANIELLS: Tell is how that contest will be between the 

nations and God's people? What form will it take? 

w.r.oRESCOTT: There will be two contending parties in the 

battle of Armageddon, and I want to be outside of both of them, as 

belonging to the soirituaa nation that will triumph over the world. 

All the elements of Armageddon are at work now, and it is sim•ly a 

question of the development of the final crisis. All this greed 

and selfishness and atheism and denial of God will simply come up to 

a crisis in which they will absolutely break loose against each 

other. In that day spiritual Israel will win the victory of the 

whole experience down through the ages. 

U. C. WILCOX: Isn't it true that whether they are together or 

apart, the great battle will be against Christ and His people? 

W.W.FRESCOTT: The whole effort back of these movements is the 

person. .All this conflict is between two porsons, the incarnation 

of Satan on one side, end the incarnation of God on the others  and 

we are coming up to the final contest. In that final contest 

Spiritualism will lead on Satan's side. I do not Understand tat 

Spiritualism will win its victory with guns and liquid fire and all 

that. But I am greatly distressed to know how we are coming up to 

Armageddon, how we can take sides in it according to the country in 

which we live. 

J. N. ANDERSON: Where do you find the three parties in the 

picture of Joel? 

W.W.PRESOOTT: The conflict is all the way throu'h, with two 

leaders-- 

J. N. ANDERSON: It seems to me the picture is this, the Chris-

tian against the whole world. 
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W.W.PRESCIOTT: Brother Wilcox brought out the idea that all 

prophecy is conditional upon the attitude of the people toward the 

prophecy. I would like to call attention to a further principle of 

interpretation, and that is the qu‘stion of interpreting prophecy 

on the basis that all prophecy--all the apnssata separate parts of 

a prophecy, rather, axe but parts of one:complete whole, and that-_ 

in order to interpret any.part correctly we must have a vision of the 

whole. I think we have made a very serious mistake.. Is take the 

book of Daniel, and as far as I have observed, the tendendy 

take that book as a separate book, as entirely distinct, Ins or very 

largely distinct,- from-the-other prepheoies,-and just-interPret that-

book by itself. But.I take it that no one *an properly interpret the 

bock of Daniel who does not interpret Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel. 

It is true that"Jeremiah seemed to speak almost the opposite of 

Isaiah. 

VOICE: Be lived a hundred years before. 

W.W.PRESCQTT: That teaches another thing as to the question' 

of applying things with reference to time. Pardon me, Brother Lamy, 

but you read a quotation from the spirit of prophecy concerning ma-.  

ditions in 1890. Those who were connected with the work at that 

time knewthe baokground of that. It was after the conflict of 1888, 

at Minneapolis, and the then-leaders declined that light. I think 

we should be Just as careful in applying the spirit of prophecy to 

have regard to the time and circumstances as with the Bible. I 

have known men in the publishing work to'quote the statement that 

'Where we have one canvasser we ought to have a hundredo n and apply-,  

that always without regard to how many times the number has been 

multiplied. 
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In the matter of tte interpretation of prophecy, we must have 

the whole picture in order to be able to give an adequate idea of 

it. To me it is just liketaking one of these map puzzles and picking 

up a piece andlrying to describe it. I could not tell much about -

a certain piece until I had it fitted in with the others, and knew . 

just where• it belonged., - if I pick it up by itself, I may,gueee 

right or I may guest; wron,--probably erung. The same Is true of -

smaller sections, such as versea. 

VOICE: Whet about Rahum'sohariot? 

TeW.PRESCOTT: Yes„tiret it was the railway train; noir it i  

has got around to be automobiles. I-  du not like that kled,et 

terpretatien. 

But speaking of smallersections: Joel speaks of 'multitudes, 

mUltitaiss, in the valley of decision." Than we read in the good . 

Review that we held a teat meeting at such places, and se.many. 

accepted 	Sabbath, and we left so many others "in the valley a 
deo/sloe." That ie a very bad place to leave them; But-you read; 

the connection, and you will see that such a use is an absolute 

perversion, that'it has nothing to do with deciding a matter. 

I have heard the phrase, "They shill see- eye to eye,"' but when 

yon come to interpret it, you will find that it has nothine to do 

with unity. I think such superficial interpretation exposes is us, 

almost to el rilicule. For tnetanoe, I heard a good brother say 

recently that Isaiah foresaw the publishing Work of this denomiaation, 

for didn't Isaiah say, "How beautiful upon the mountain are the feet 

of them that publish good tidings." I felt that I wanted to get up 

hake that man, It seemed to me like a degrading of soripture.to 
handle it in that way. What can we do to stop this perversion of 
scripture? 

C.A.SORENSON: Set the sotools right and get people into them. 
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W.W.PRESCOTT: Certainly. Now I think the best kind 

of preaching is the exposition of Scripture. We have too much 

formed the habit of taking a text and preaching from the text, 

and getting so far away from it that no one knows what 

conclusion we draw. We substitute a sort of philosophy of 

our own instead of an exposition of the Scriptures. I have found 

this in dealing with Bible teachers. We need to let the 

Scriptures be their own-expositors. This will do a great 

deal more than argument or oratory. And I think that we should 

train ourselves and our students to be expositors of the Bible. 

Teaching the Word -- not simply teaching principles; building up 

a great prraaid wrong end up. It tips over too easy. If we build 

on a solid foundation it will not tip over the first time any 

one touches It. That le what I would like to impress, Brother 

Chairman, the absolute need of reform on the question of 

interpretation, that does not take from books, and chapters, 

and texts that which gives an entirely wrong interpretation. 

I heard it expressed this way: Not in the version (?) or in 

the text or chapter, but in the book as a whole, 

ELDER DANIELLS: That is the point that Brother 

Wilcox made -- the law of the context. 

ELDER WILCOX: 	It settles all the problems to treat 

the Thole book in the context of the book. 

W. W. PRESCOTT: Let the book itself define our terms. 

The covenant, for instance. Webster defines wcovenantu as 

meaning so and so. Webster does not deal with our question 

at all. Webstni is not defining the odvenant of the Bible. 

You have many such things as that. You find a definition 

outside the Bible and then build to that. I think we should 
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study the Bible and get our definition from the study of the 

Bible, rather than study the dictionary and then try to build 

the Bible around that. 

QUESTION: (Elder G.B.Thompson -- a few words, could not 

understand) 

LW.PRESCOTT: I suppose they did. They eisl  to use 

the dictionary. But to take our meanings for the Bible 

out of the Dictionary is a misleading idea. You take that very 

word ---(?) There is to this day great controversy over the 

Greek word 	 

 

, whether it is the proper word translated from 

 

the Hebrew. It is difficult to get any sort of work to 

exprese4hat that Scripture means, and they must get a meaning 

to aid the translators from the techincal definition of the 

word. 	It is just that way, only in lesser degree, in the Far 

East when you have to put in meanings, when you have to put 

characters in order to express the idea. Passing a school in 

Canton I noticed a sign of four characters. I had learned 

enough to know that the first of them stood for (3), and I 

thought that three were in charge On inquire I learned 

that the sign means *Three Elements Lemming Ha112* He said, 

This is the place where the mental, moral, and physical are 

Maxim's* trained. That gives an idea of the difference 

in using a word regardless of definition. Many times the 

definition of a word as set forth in the Scriptures gives an 

entirely different idea from the dictionary definition. 
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QUESTION: (A few words -- did not catch) 

W. W. PRESCOTT: You cannot depend wholly on the 

Classical definition of Greek. You cannot depend upon that 

altogether, because the modern use of the Greek is different 

from the classical use. 

H. C. LACUY: Does"not the Bible practically 

define itself in a technical way?. But there are texts in 

which those terms are not defined. Take the word "believe° 

("beloved"?) 	You cannot define. that in the classical 

language. 

71.-  W. PRESCOTT: Referring to Heb. 11:1. 	e do not 

take the dictionary'definition of faith. We do not fin it 

there. 

141 

QUESTION: G.B.THOMPSON: Suppose in reading the Bible 

I come across a word, such as the word "covenant," for instance,  

and I do not know what it means; what should I do? 

W. W. PFESCOTT: 	If you go to the dictionary you 

will find the definition of uoovenant% as "an agreement between 

two persons," and if you take that definition you are back 

under the old covenant- Read the Bible and find. in the 

Bible a definition of the term "covenant." If you kelp on 

studying the Bible you will find somewhereaa statement that will 

enable you to understand what it means and all about it. 

H.C.LACEY: I understand you do not believe that we 

should dispense with the dictionary entirely? 

W. W. PRESCOTT: 0 no, I do not' mean that we should 

throw our dictionaries on the scrap heap. But in our study of 

the Scriptures we must get the meaning aS found in the 

Sceiptures, and our dictionary definition must accord with 
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the Scripture use of it, whether in Greek, Hebrew, or English. 

QUESTION: Is it all right to use the two together? 

W. W. PRESCOTT; Much depends on which you let govern when 

you come to these critical things. If a man takes Webster's 

definition of 'covenant* I think he is .going wrong. 

M.O.WILCOX; By studying the Scriptures one's knowledge 

can be infinitely enlarged upon, and the Bible will give a great 

deal better definition of the word than the dictionary can 

possibly do. 

H.O.LACEY: Is not the Bible its own lexicon, its own 

commentator, its own encyclopedia. It is complete in itself. 

(Explains in regard to a statement which had been read --

did not want to be understood as "lambasting our writers. . . 

Did not intend to read that extract with any men in mind.") 

There is one point that I would liketo mention in addition 

to what has been said this morning, in reference to the applica-

tion of the law of precision. In Joel 3:14 we read the 

. statement "multitudes, multitudes, in the valley of tettdtein 

decision", but in the original we find it stated 'valley of 

poncision," which gives an entirely different meaning to our 
Vaal. 

Bible study. IMMX42=2====x 

etniestinvereetUnita( We must find out what the 

word meant back in the olden'times -- find out what it 

meant when Jeremiah wrote, what it u'eant when Hosea wrote. 

I find that the New Testament used the Old Testament texts 

Out of their precise meaning. This is illustrated, for 

example --"I have called my son out of Egypt." It is impossible 

to mistake flat what it means in the book of Hosea. It meant, 

"I have called my Son out of Egypt." Of course there is a 
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Spiritual value to it. Matthew quotes it, and when he says "Out ofl 
fulfilled 

Egypt have I called my son," and this was tmIkot -when Joseph and 

Mary mut brought Jesus out of Egypt in the infancy of 

our Lord. 

In the Old Testament there is a text which says 

"Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth out the corn," 

and the apostle Paul in 1 Cor. 9 states "For our sakes, no doubt, 

this is written: that he that ploweth should plow in hope; 

and that he that thresheth in hope should be partaker of his hope." 

If we take this text in its precise meaning, we should say that 
not 

the ox must muss be muzzled when he is threshing, but must 

be permitted to pick up sufficient for himself, and this same 

principle applies to ministers being supported by the people. 

I might refer to a little incident 4..maeyeasitia, that 

illustrates the spiritual meaning of a text differs from that 

which is sometimes applied to it. A lady had saved up 

considerable sum of money to get a carpet. After much 

saving and hard effort the carpet was bought, and was placed 

in the front room. Now the girl who worked for this family 

one morning in starting a fire in the kitchen carried a pan 

of coals from the front room grate, and in dOing so the 

coals melted the pan, the coals dropped onto the new carpet, 

and ruined it. That hurt the lady of the house so that she 

absolutely lost her peace of mind. It was a great trial, 

and she took comfort from the text in Hebrews "And took 

joyfully the spoiling of your goods, knowing that in yourselves 

ye have a better and moz an endearing substance." (Laughter) 
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Now that was flax a. misconstruing of the meaning of the text, 

It seems to me that the Bible is a living word. I believe 

in this law of precise meaning absolutely, but I think we aught 

to be broad enough for the Lord to use it in different ways. 

PROF. SORENSON: There is a point on that text in 
referring to the context. 

Joel that I think illustrates the value of xitI4xxxktxzz 

The 12th verse. 	chapter defines the 14th verse: 

rLet the nations bestir themselves and acme up to 	 of 

Jehoshaphat, for there will I sit to S 
	

the nations 

round about." And then when we come to the 14th verse  

we see that it means "multitudes, multitudes in the valley of 

Jehoshaphat." 	,It is the context that exHlains the meaning 

of the valley of decision, without an special trans ationaor 

anything else. The teat itself tells "IQ. That is the point 

brought out this molting. 

L.A.CAVINESS: I am glad for this emphasis of 'the' 

matter of context. It seems to me that this is where we 

have to ccatch ourselves. As illustrated., 	might Ce pardoned 

for referring to my own experience. Some time ago I looked up the 

expression "the horns were plucked ups" aid. then, there came 

up a little horn. And I remember that I looked in the dictionary 

and found the definition to be 	place of," ant I looked.up 

in the Bible every place where the Greek word ----- occurs; 

I trace, that through, and I found in every case 	(Greek word) 

was position and not room. 	That to me was a study Cam. this 

other law of precise :Leaning, and I let the Bible do the 

deviling as to toe meaning as it ns used in every ease, 

rather than deciding on the English t;ord. 
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LACEY: There is another law--the law of progress. Truth is given 

in progression in the Bible. That is fascinating--the symmetrical 

development of the truth. Take for instance an illustratinin 

the book of John. The words "light" and "believe" are exaeples 

of this, both found in the first Chapter. He tellS us, "that 

which was in him was light," That is developed in Jesus 

Light is found to be a quality not quantity. It is a spiritual 

way of living. And the word "believe" is -"receiving". Throughot4 

the entire gospel of John there•is a development of this step 

by step. If one takes the word "Lamb" this same progressiaa 

is seen. The Lamb of Gbd, in Genesis 22 to Revelation we find a 

steady development of truth, There are in the 21 Epistles 

100 references to Christ's death, The same development or unfolding 

is seen in the teaching of Jesus on prayer. So we have the truth 

unfold'ng in logical steps throughout the Bible. 

	

PRESCOTT: Is not that just one phase of a larger 	cation 

	

e would like to see our students epply, and that is, 	the 

whole Bible is a progressive development; and they should be 

able to sae how--not simply as a theory--but to see how it pro- 

o'reeses from Genesis to Revelation; seeing this delelopment axxxxl 

in the Old Testament•on into the Dew. 

DANIELLS: We surely must look to our schools to a very 

large extent from now on--in fact, for years it has been so— 

because all the young men we are sending out into the ministry, 
today 

and to the foreign fields,Aare coming out of our schools.. 

We will now hear the discussion on Brother Boliman's 

topic of yesterday that was not finished. 

PRESCOTT: May I ask Brother Bollman a question? Am I to 

understand you to say (yesterday) when the sovereignty was 
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transferred to from Babylon to Made Persia, Made Persia to 	146 
Grecia and Grecia to Rome,--that Medo-Persia did not include 

Chaldea. (Correction:) It was when Grecia was divided into 

four parts; did not include Chaldea. I thought that these tia four 

kingdoms settled down to the two,Suria and Egypt; but Babylon 

was the capital of Syria for a long time: Then would you say 

that these four divisions did not include Chaldea. (Referring 

to Newton's statement). 

BOLLMAN: I did not read any of these things as absolute 

authority. I do not think we recognize absolute authority, 

but it struck me as a very good reason for finding all the 

ten kingdoms west of Roma. 

PRZSOOTT: Another question: I understood you to say the 

Lombardia came in as one of the ten kingdoms in 487. How then can 

we be sure the Roman Empire was completed in 4767 The old 

date, you rememIar was 483, in the earlier edition of Thoughts on 

Daniel. If the Lombards are one of the ten, and they came in 

in 487, how can we say the kingdom was completed in 4767 

BODLMAN: 	I tried to make it plain that these statements 

from the standpoing of the prophecy were true, and. I do not know 

any place in prophecy where we are held down to 476. 

PRESCOTT: Are we to correct our statement on 4767 

BOLLMAN: No. As shown in Elliott's two lists it was 

brought out there were two times when there was just ten 

kingdoms, and I suppose there were other tires where there 

were tenkingdcms in existence, but I think the prophecy con, 

terplated (the second chapter of Daniel does not give us the 

number of kingidms as I view it, but emphasizes thaVision m 

"whereas, thou rawest the feet and toes part of potter's clay 
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and part of iron, the kingdom shall be divided." 

PRESCOTT: I understand you to agree with Elliott in his 

ten-kingdom division at 533? 

BODtmAN: Yes. 

PRESCOTT: You put the Lombards in there? 

BOLLMAN. Yes 
say 

PRESCOTT: Taucannot sae how that division was made in 476 if 

the Lombards came in 533. 

BOLLMAN: No. But there was a division before that date, 

The kingdoms represented by the ten horns are the kingdoms of 

533 as I view it. Rome was divided before that. 

PRESCOTT: According to that, that division was not completed in 476. 

BOLIMANY6--not the division of the prophecy--not the ten horns 

that represented the prophecy--the ten horns in the presence of 

which another little horn was to come up. 

HAYNES: Your opinion is, Brother Sollman, that the ten 

horns of the prophecy did not oorstitute the origins/ tenfold div- 

ision of Rome? 

WASHBURN: If Rome was divided into ten kingdoms, must we 

not look for the fulfillment of this prophecy in the first ten 

kingdoms we find. It seems to me we will have to take the first 

ten. If there were ten kingdoms, these are the ten. 

CAVINESS: I thought Brother Sorenson gave us only two lists, 

and the last was given. as 533, and this exactly agreed with 

Brother Bollman's. The list as dated 476, and does not agree 

with Uriah Smith's as given in Daniel and Revelation. 

BOBLMAN: I would like to answer Brother Washburn's 

question. My answer wo ld be this. He states a must take the 

first ten. I have a key ring in my pocket with three keys on. 
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When I want to open a certain lock I must use the key that 

fits that lock, and the Others will not do it. So it is when 

we find in history a pOwer completely fulfilling ever/ speci-

fication of the prophecy that is the one.that fits'. 
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C P BOMAN: I was asked about these things we attribute 

to the papacy before that date. I:would answer that in this way. 

I have used the expression in the paper, that the papacy at this 

time, emerging from its nonage or:minority, proceeded to do cer—

tain things. Before that date the papacy was a boy, and at that 

time it beceMe a man. And it is. true that many things a boy does 

follow him all through'his life, but he does a number of things 

afterward, and there comes a time when he really enters upon life. 

The graduating exercises are called commencement exercises, too, 

because that is the time when the student goes forth to engage 

in the activities of life. 

W W PRESCOTT: I think this does not meet the point because 

the prophecy says it is the horn that changes the law. Now if 

you do not get the.horn up in 533 you can't say the born changed 

the Sabbath before that date. It was another kingdom. 

H A WASHBURN: Was there a monarchical power in the church 

”ntil Justinian dealer- et:I  tae pope to be head? This eleventh 

horn is a kingdom just as truly as the tenth. It is a kingdom 

a. monarchical power, and it began in 533. 

• 75 PRESCOTT: If that is the power that changed the law, 

we can't pay the law was changed in the middle of the fourth 

century. 

H A WASHBURN: Brother Lacey told us of a woman who said 

she had spanked Emperor William. It was the same person, but he 

did not have a title. The apostasy changed God's law, and it 

was responsible for all the acts against the Sabbath. There came 

a time when it was organized under one man. 
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W W PRESCOTT: Here is what I would like to say. Hold to 

the text. The horn power was a kingdom. 'That kingdom did not 

rise till 533. The prophecy says it is the horn that changes 

the Sabbath, the law, and I do not think we can put that back-

before the horn appeared and say the horn did it, because the horn 

- was not there. I would like to have that specifically met. What 

shall we do with that proposition that the horn power rose in 

533 and changed the law? How can we say that the horn power did 

it in the middle of the fourth century? 

L L CAVINESS: We meet that same dilemma in the Spirit of 

Prophecy when it says the pope changed the Sabbath. Please tell-/  

Le the tame of the pope that made the change. 

A G DANIELLS: That use of the word pope was intended for 

the papacy. It was not a specific term. It was the power that 

dii it, but before it came to that special stage marked by flee 

tinian. 

K R PALMER: It appears to me that if we were to tie down 

all of the fulfillments of the prophecies to the span of the 

1260 days of continuance spoken of in the prophecy, we are in-

volved in serious difficulty at both ends, at the beginning, 

before 533, and since 1723 and 1798. It seems to me that in 

view of the'fact that this evil principle began back in Paul's 

day, that it embodied all these things that were powers that 

were exercised later as a horn, but that they all began back 

there. -I think we have gone astray many times in our explana-

tion by trying to pUt the change arbitrarily at a date in con-

nection with the papacy at a certain time, but really that time 
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began its work of changing the Sabbath way back in the first 

century. I think this is true. I think there came.a time 

when that period of 1260 years began in a definite way, in a 

way that it had not exercised that power before, and there 

came a time also when that period closes, 4-thi and yet much 

of the most mighty work of that power has been exercised and is 

being exercised, after the termination of the period. It seems 

to me that to bring, that too definitely within the 1260 year 

period, it Involves us in serious difficulty at both ands, and.  

I think we have a good deal of phrase adjusting and word ad-

justing in our literature relative to the Sabbath and the papacy 

to make the thing consistent with what actually too& place before 

the 1260 years and afterwards. 

A G DANIELLE: Now then the, born power represents the papacy 

from its earliest embryonic condition to its destruction, does 

it not? Now then, is it necessary to place the rise or the es-

tablishment of that horn in 533 at the time we say it became a 

monarchical power? That is the question to me. Is that our 

position? Is that a right position? Is it a necessary position? 

Wasn't it a horn power long before than? 

E R PALMER: That is a serious question. If the thing was 

not developing, if it was not growing for much mere than Ipso \ 

years, then there were certain developments that -ssrked  Oft the, 

1250 years in a definite way. 

A G DANIELLS: As a living, acting power, the beast, through 

various steps and at various times did various things. / Now pne 

of the things that little horn did as 'to attack Jesus through 
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hit law and his Sabbath. It certainly did it before ever that 

decree at' Justinian came. Is it safe to not recognize it as a 

horn power before that decree was made? If that snot necessary,. 

then where is the wrong, in recognizing that fulfillment di the -

prophecy when,it Was broken up into the ten pests? 

W W PRZSCOTT: Here is another difficulty, and that.1s, we 

set the Council of Laodicea at the latest date, earlier than we 

set the breaking up of the empire, so that you have got that 

action. If we make muoh of the Council of Laodicea, it was be,. 

fore the breaking up of the empire began. 

up the beginning of that horn 

power, the assumption of the power itself, or the recognition of 

that assumption by the state? 

W W PRESCOTT: You take it clear back when Constantine.  

reached Rome, when Attila appeared" against Ma Rome. Was the. 

pope the leading poeerthen? Didn't he turn back AttilIak 

Yes. Then can't we-go back even to that time? What was 

great step in the assumption of- that power? When Conetuatine 

reached Rome aid the pope appeared? :That was in the earli 

part of the fourth century. Now as Brother Palmer euggeete 

the 1E0 years mark a special phase of that Rome power, 

there it sort of comes into that prophecy under that theme, 1  

but I don't see how we can shut him off back of that, because, 

there are things that appear back there that are very vital. 

H C LACEY: I have been face to face with this for some . 

little time, too, and I try to adhere to our traditional view. 

Our book says 536. We have changed that to 533, and-it-con-

tinues 126% years. I believe there is a great meaeure of truth 
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in that. It appears that the Sabbath was changed before that. 

The church turned to the observance of Sunday before 533 or 538. 

A G DANIELLS: You said our traditional view that the 

papcy arose in 538. You mean that that is when it received 

supreme power?. 

H C LACEY: Could we say that the papacy did something in 

days anterior to that special time when perhaps the papacy arose 

in that way to which we generally refer? I have used this little 

incident that was referred to, about the woman spanking the 

emperor. An old woman went around boasting that she had spanked 

the emperor, because she took him upon her knee and walloped him. 

(C.P.BOLL1AN: She ought to have kept it up. Laughter) It was 

not the emperor she spanked, it w the same person who by and 

by became the emperor. I fins,, the Bible treats in this way the 

birth of Jesus Christ. He did not become the Christ until. - 
7./ 

A. D. 27, but it speaks of him as being born in A. D. 5. That 

is an exactly analagous figure. The papacy can come up in. 538, 

and yet the es:0state church was developed before, and by and, by it 

changed the Sabbath. 

Can we not have a figure of prolepsia?, Some take the sign 

for the thing signified, 4t when Sister White says the pope 

changed the Sabbath. She took the pope to represent that system.. 

She didn't mean to identify a particular pope, but just as a 

general term. We say This is the home of the King, of the coun-

cil. "The king' simply stands for the government, and the pope 

stands for the papacy. *Ma eiostate church changed the Sabbath. 

Step by step the change developed, and then the pope laid hands 

upon the Sunday institute and boosted it. 
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And so, as it stands today, the great sponsor of Sunday observance 

ie the papacy. 

• W.W.PBESCOTT: Is it not true, as a fact of history, that the 

papacy exercised greater political power in the fourth and fifth 

centuries than it did nwApr Juatinian? 

LACEY: CsAititly. 

C. M. SORENSON: We all recognizethat a correct emplane ton 

includes all the'factsin - tne cane. Of course tnat is the only exff-

pl-anacion taat takes xecognition of all the facts in the case,. and, 

that is the ideacexplanation.toward which we strive. 

We have been speaking about reading things into the Bible,aad 

of tource that is wrong. But Anere4t another practiee that Is bad, 

and that is reading things into history. That is one of the evil 

legacies left us by A. T. Jones' leadership. His books are Tull of 

that practice, and we have consigned them to the scrap heap. They 

contain some facts, but the facts are biased by a preconceived lotion  

. Now here is another point: There is no connectionbetween the 

plucking up of the three horns sad the giving of the saints into hie-

hands for a time, times and the dividing of time. If we will keep-

those two lines absolutely separate, it will be better. - 

There was no tremendous change that took place in 533, so far 

as the status of the papacy is concerned. There is that question of 

supremacy. Do we use that understandingly? There was a time when 

the papacy was the supreme power in Europe„--from 1103 to 1300. The 

papacy was not supreme in any ordinary sense of the term during the 

1360 years, but he did exercise domination over God's people. 

I.C.WILCOX: I have been trying to gat a term that is'suitable. 

What do you suggest? 
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C.ILSORE'CSON: The word "domination." 

M.C.WILCOX: That is the word I have been using,—papal domi-

nation. 

C.M.SORENSON: During those two hundred years .the papacy did 

exercise actual political supremacy over all the rest of Europe and 

civilization. King John, right in the climax of that period, signed 

over his kingdom to the pope. 

W.W.PRESCOTT: Can you say, Brother Sorenson, that the papal 

domination becran in 533? 

C.M.SORENSON: Therewas a legal enactment by Justinian at that, 

time. But the actual domination over.God'a people was tapered off 

at the beginning andat the end for the elect's sake. It seems to 

have been lessened somewhat at the beginning, but more especially at 

the close of that period. 

W.W.PRESCOTT: I 'know, Brother Chairman, it was a great surprise 

to me after I had 	our books when I actually read history and 

found that the papal supremacy was only from 1100 to 1300, and gradu-

ally rose to that Climax, and then gradually faded out. I think we 

have used that term "supremacy" very carelesalyr We have beard and 

we have read how that in 538 the pope became supreme, but it was in 

that very year that he was absolutely humbled. 

C.M.SORENSON: That was one of the worst years he ever had. 

W.W.PRESCOTT: And yet you read in our books and hear in our 

sermons that in 538 the pope became supreme. If there is any way of 

correcting these statements, I wish it might be done. 

W.L.BIRD: The Dark Ages should be coadisered in the saTe way. 

C. P. BOLLMAN: / would'just like to read the prophecy. Kral 

xg.: "After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth 

beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly; and it had 
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great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped the 

residue with the feet of it: awl it was diverse from all the beasts 

that were before it; and it naa ten horns." 

That is a picture of 478. 

WI consiasren the horns, ana,tehold, there came up among them 

another little horn, before whom there were three of the first horns 

zs plucked up by the roots: and, behold, in this horn were eyes 
• 

likeithe eyes of man, and a mouthspeakinp great things. 

When did this little horn come up?--then, or two or three 

hundred years before? EkskR4ilantexsexam*sxxeaftaxxtkamx1 It says, 

"I considered the horns, and, behold, there came up among them," 

And the term !another" conveys to my mind that the ten horns were 

there when it came up. It came up-ftamong them." They must have 

been there or it could not have come up among them, and they must 

have been there, or it could not have been"ahotherl one. It seems 

to me that we shall have to solve it along the lines suggested by 

Professor Lacey. I think we attribute to this power some things 

that were'ectually done before. 

A. G. DAN/ELLS: This is very interesting and very profitable, 

and what has been said here shows a need of careful study.and com-

parison of views and teaching. 

(Ad4ourned)to 3:00 P.M.) 
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Opening of afternoon session--Elder Daniells in the 

chair. 

ELDER DAN/ELLS: The subject is the study that Brother 

Prescott is pursuing. 	Would you like to introduce it, Brother 

Prescott, with a word again? 

W. W. PRESCOTT: We are studying the personality --the 

person as the center of all Christianity, rather than a 

doctrinal center; the ideas made personal in Christ, rather 

than mare theological ideas apart from the person. And then 

we were coming to the question of the personality of doctrine; 

that the doctrines that we are to present are to be presented 

as personality and not merely as abstract ideas. 

A.O.TAIT: 	I do not know as I understand your thought, 

Brother Prescott, about personality of doctrine. 

7. 7. PRESCOTT: We have netcome to hat yet. 

C.B.HAYNES: 	I have been very each helped by the 

studies oo far, but the question arises in my mindt  that 

it is easier here to say we should teach personality of 

doctrines than it is to do that. Do you propose before 

you close your series to take up the mstboC of teaobing as 

as the presentation of these things too? 

W. W. PE-SCOTT: I cannot do things as sample rays of 

doing things, for the reason that the only gay that it 

can be done is to meet a need, and the Holy Spirit is not 

given to us as a sampler; and therefore I never try to 

exhibit samples of *mat how I do things. The only way we can 

do is to do it when there is need; but it cannot be done as an 

exhibition in order to meet somebody's needs. But I do intend to 
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suggest some things, Brother Haynes, give some guide. I fully 

Agree with you that it is very much easier to lay dams a bort 

of•general attractive preeposition in this matter than it. is to 

do the thing. But the only way I know how to do the thing is 

by much prayer and by much earnest prayerful study. al I have 

been simply trying to do the thing for quite a number of years 

now -- just trying more and more, and seeing more and more- in it 

the more I try to do it. When I go out and teach this is my 

platform of teaching. This is my way of teaching whenever I go 

out anywhere 	camp-Meetings or anywhere else. I do not know 

any other basis. I know only one subject to teach, and that is 

Christ and hie salvation, and that includes everything that I knpw 

of to teach -- whether prophecy, or more directly what we call 

doctrinal teaching (I do not like the expression as an 

especially designating expreskaon), it must all come under 

the general expression of our personal:knowledge of him and our 

ability to present:him to the people. It may-be as we go an, 

Brother Haynes, some:  of. these things,  you have in mind will.  

develop. 

C.B.ElyNES: Personal experience grow out of 

.the experience with God, and we form doctrine through our 

personal experience. Is that theynderstandinge. 

W.W.PRESCOTT; There is a sort of interrelation 

which makes it difficult to separate them. But I think it is 

that our knowledge and comprehension of doctrine in the sense 

that we talk it, is through a personal experience with Christ, 

and it is a personal experience within. They help each other, 

I think. I rould not try to separate them absolutely, 
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but the way to gain a proper view of any doctrine of salvation 

is to see that in Christ.. °In him dwelleth all the fullness 

of the Godhead.* In the Modern form, *In him are all the 

treasures of wisdom and knowledgebidden.°. -I -likethat better 

*in him are aLL:thctreasures of wisdom and knowledge hidden.:* 

To unfold that whichia hidden„,te:be able to sea that which is 

hidden is the anointing and the teaching of the Soli Spirit.-

Human intellect cannot unlock that hid,treasure We pass • 

right over, and do not see it or comprehend it. B-at when we. 

with all doctrine as living. personal things, then we have 

that good experience, that whichtbelonge with it. Theory and 

abstract teaching of a system of theology, may become lifeless, 

just as the Leery of geology, or any other soientific work. 

C.B.BAYNES* Whenever Paul seems to set forth a 

doctrinal statement he never closes a doctrinal statement without.  

a transition from the doctrinatto the personal. .Take for 

instance the doctrine of the resurrectiOn in the 13411 chapter at: 

1 Corinthians, which is,one of the,  greatest arguments,  

that can ever be adduced.- argument after argument to substantiate-

the point that there is a resurrection of the dead, and then 

at the olose he says Wherefores-- because of this, *my_beloved 

brethren, be ye etedfast, always abounding in the 

work ofthe- Lord.* It seems to me that he makes a personal 

application, that of setting forth of a personal experience 

which ought to follow the- mental assent to that doctrine. Is 

that what you have in mind? 
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VP: W. PRESCOTT: In the epistles of Paul we find the 

richest development of doctrine, but as we read these 

epistles we find that the doctrines are developed as matters 

of experience, and they are given to us as mattera of . 
• 

experience, in order that they may be received as matters of 

experience and administered as matters of experience,. Take the 

case of Paul himself, when he.was celled.upon to defend himself 

before King Agrippa, he based,his whole defense -- the charge was 

the difference between the Pharisees and the Seftweees over the 

question of.the resurrection. He said, •I stand. and am judged of the ,  

hope of the promise to our fathers.' Then he gOes on and asks,  

IIThy-do you- think it is athin;-increlible_that Gal abould_ruiee, _- 

the dead?" What is hie argument to substantiate the idea 

of that teaching concerning which the whole quention was -raised? 
• 

It was his experience when he was raised from the dead, 

his experience On the way to "Damascus, when the .light Shined 

upon him, When he got that entirely different viewpoint, that 

-was the resurrection from the dead to him, and atter that he, 

believed in the resurrection from the demi and he presented 

his experience Itsxx rather than an abstract argument. 

You take the development of doctrine in the 

epistles, the development growing out of the experiences in 

the churches. In the Corinthian church it was reported 

that there were divisions among them, and that was the basis 

of hia letter. it was because the Gelatian church had been 

turned away to a different gospel that he wrote the letter to 

that. There is'one beautiful touch between the Adthorizei and 

.the Revised versions. The Authorized Version says "another 
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gospel, which lee not another." Two different Greek words 

translatedeon the same word -- one means different, another means - 

the aame kind. You have been led away by a different  gospels :it 

zeta& is not another gospel 	the same kind as I taught you, but 

it is a different gospel.._. It was because they were being led 

away by- a different gospelthat he expounded the gospel to the. 

Galatians, and in the course ofthe exposition he.refers to 

his Personal experience of being deal. and alive. "I am crucified 

with Christ, nevertheless I. live; and yet mot I, but Christ 

liveth in me.* But you who were circumcised, you are - 

separated from Christ, you ere fallen flay, and the graze of 

God is in vain. In the letter to the Ephesianahe expounde' 

the deepestttruths of the goepel to which. attention has 

been called that re have in Christ. In the epletie to the 

Colossians agnostic heresy had begun to effect the church.etS- 

They had a teaching concerning theorestion that. left the 

Presence-of Caridt autof it. .He writes his latter, and he 

establishee hie gospel upon the fact that.in.Christ and through  

Christ all thing's are created, both visible and. invisible... 

And so you take it through, and it is largely presented as 

perschal experience, and very little is abstract teaching. 

We find, the second. thought. I think that suggests to 

us that re should use great care when we take statements 

out.of their settins that we give to them the meaning warranted 

by the setting. when we deal with with the personality of 

Chfeet in our explanation of the Scriptures there is an 

entire elucidation of the theme. The whole gospel, the 

whole Bible, le an elucidation of the these: In Gospel Workers 
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we read*  *The whole Bible is a manifestation of Christ.' 

That to me is the key to the way we should 'lead the Bible, 

Abe wares should, study the Bible and teach the Bible -- that: it 

is simply a manifestation of Christ. 

ILDER DANITILSt I thitk-,that we have been a little 

unfortunate in our -conception -of :doctrinal teaching, or -la our 

terminology, and I am inclined to think from the Bible-that 
_ 	. 

it is in our conception,. because we read here of Christ and his- 

teaching, 'when- Jesus had ended these sayings the people 

were astonished at his doctrine.' Matt. 7:2S. What was the 

dootrine, that he taught, what did he refer to? ,Well, here is 

part of it: 'Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteous- 

ness, and all these things shall be added unto you.' "Bleseed -c  

are the poor in hear! 	they shall. see God.' This is the 

highest Chrlitian experience that we can conceive of that 

is set forth in the Scriptureer„ and that was his doctrine. 

So I believe- we have :made a mistake 'in fixing up these two 

ideas- of spiritual sermons." and: -doctrinal, sermons._ This 

was seen not so long ago in the reportsi 	a preacher!! 

say, Vail, I have given twenty-two doctrinal lectures,  

I have given ten sermons on Chriatian life or experience. 

we separated that way. 
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I think we need to get a different conception of 
do — 

doctrine, that -everything that is set forth in the. Scriptures from 

the sirhg standpount is spiritual; and if rightly conceived' 

will leacito spiritual experience,  

Now I would like to. answer anther Baynes question, or at 

lmast give a bit of experieme, in preachInz the doctrines. from 

that center--the center of the Cross. I have tried it, That ex— 

perience was the best part of my publio-  work I did. before I. 

was calledto-administrative work. 

Now there came to me through the teaching of the brethren 

here in Battle Creek- on Righteousness by faith, folileing the 

ItinnespOlis controversy, while I was in New Zealand,"—seme of 

the, reports which were later published in the Bulletin, on this 

,question of Righteousness by Faith. I was so interested in • 

these studies that I- ,sat up late at night studying them, and. I . 

got up long before daylight to study these. I studied by-the 

light of thecandlcas we had no- leaps or gas light.0 To Show 

you hoirintereeted I was--one night-Nmwhen one of my candles had 

burrned'Out, I got out my match bomand struck match to 

light the other, alai after lighting it, An tried to Out it in 

whet I thought to be the Candle stick, but after trying unsueessfully 

to get it in, T discovered I was trying to put it in the match 

box. This Mows how mush interested I was in that subject,  

Righteousness by FMith. 

That subject was so refreshing to me. It was like a re— 

freshing drink from a Clear mountain spring. 
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And I got this conorePtion,-,-that realy Jesus was the,center '164 
of the whole thing. The law was Christ. The covenants were 

Christ--the Sabbath, Immemtality„ the New Earth; and prophecy 

was Christ--the unfolding-of -Cluistse-purposes-and death and-minr  

istry in heaven. This we* the idea I hadlin mind in all my 

preaching. In my tent beck of the pulpit I always had a large 

motto of "God So Loved the World," or some such enpressionvf 

Righteousness By Faith, and that was theOentral thought and.. 

theme- of my public effort. 

When I took up the study'of m prophecy 

orOpheorses given by Jesus Christ. It wee his message 

the world.' :"And now we will read his message.. We will 

an unfolding here of his message and purpose to us,! I 

said. I proceeded with-that thought-of Course first showing 
that Christ wee the Son of God who came to the world to redeem -

lost man, and that he had given us this word, and we must look 

at all we found. in. this Book as coming from our. Lord. and-,  

Saviour who died_goriusen,Alaiipary.„ By getting the mind Oenteredh 

on that, the thoUght teeteered and the heart softened by this 

thought of the- great gift God hUd given to- save us-. it opened the 

way for the people-to receive the message, and winding up with 
• • 	, 

sus the, days ofthese kings shall the God of heaven's—the Lord 

Jeans Christ—set up a kingdom which shall  not be destroyed... 

I was able to preach the prophecy 	the gospel fro the standpoin 

of the cross. 

Now when I oame,to the las and the Sabbath it was not dif 

fioult to bring that thught in. What did Jesus die for? To 

save us from our sins. Whit is thin? Transgression of his own Lae 

I simply connected the Mlle and Christ. I showed that his Law 
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was so dear to himeamt-the foundation ofAGovernment. 	165 
could not save me only by dying for me and taking my plat'''. 

Now T had no trouble to impress upon my etdience the majesty of 

the law proclaimed on Sinai without being celled a Legalist. - 

.then I came. to the Immortality question I preached 

it from the standpoint of !life only tn Christ.' Our life 

is hid with Christ in Cod, I took.it up as life through 

Christ, and emphasized.the glorious life he brought to ue.withont 

first hitting them squarely in the faceand telling them that they 

were not immortal but died like the beasts. 

Of oburse I did not do this at firsts I remember-driving -

about two thirds of my &Mien°, away the first time I preached 

on this subject. I,hed thought the thing to do was to prove 

to them that a man was mortal that when he died ha was no 

different from an animal, quoting that text Whereat says 

*Man is like the beats that perieheth." But I soon saw this 

was not the say to preach this subject-and I changedmy:method. 

And when I tooltit up and first-dwelt on Jesus coming here and 

dying_fer mMbectuse I had sinned- and had lost my life.-the wages(/' 

of sin is death.—and, that he Came to give me life and the that 

bath the Son hath life,"-tit msde.411 the difference in the 

world. • 

Now- tell me what subject in this.Book t could not 

"preach on and bring In the Cross of Calvary. 

PRESCOTT: Don't you think Brother Danielle, if we-

put this teaching of the righteousness by faith in cur 

sermons, it would change some methods or preaching? I have 

hand sermons on the Twenty Three Hundred Bays that were 

nothinc; more than a problem in mathematics. # 
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DAN/ELLS: --And sermons on History that were nothing more than 

a forty-five minute period in the schoolroom by a teacher. 	188 
This is not the way to get at it. 

I do not mean to say I would just have a set introductiOn .  

ant tom[ talk about the Saviour for a few minutes and them 

glide away; but to hOld up all the time before than- the great 

Sacrifice, the great Gift, the great plan and purpose of God, 

and keep Salvation before the mind, making it Clear that we 

preach the. Law because we must obey the law, and that Jesus died. 

that we might obey that lame 

My change' in method of preaching brought about immediate 

success. I raise/?'tip the largest and best churches,-and these 

churches have been pillars for thirty years in those fields. 

•'That was my experience when the new idea came to me regarding 

this thing. And .I don't see any reason why we can not in a tent 

or hall proceed from that standpoint in preaching to the people. 

I believe brethren this will. have a good influence upon 
in a spiritual sense 

us as preachers,Aand it will remove this idea of "legalism;" 

It will. keep us away from the appearance of "legalism• and 

this oproselytings w and it will make a right impression upon 

the people; and not only will it create a. right,Ampreaalon, but I 

believe it ja right.  Ma go out to preach the gospel of salvation 

and nothing else. Now what=is tint gospel? "Christ in you the 

hope of glory." It is not a doctrine separate from that. It is 

a truth th-t emanates in him and comes from him, aril should come 

from him in our presentation and in our conception of doottina, 

and I don't think we ought to count a sermon on the two covenants 

or on prophecy or on the nature of man or the State of 

the dead--I don't think we oglht to call them a doctrinal 
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sermon; and than a sermon on Faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, 

a spiritual sermon. 
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A G DANIELLS: I think it is an entirely mistaken.conception. 

I think that everything we preach ouzht to be spiritual. It 

comes from a book that was given by the spirit, and it is spirit-

ual. We ought not to make it anything else. 

A 0 TAIT: Are our so-called doctrinal. subjects,,if not 

presented in the spiritual way, arta they doctrinal in the Bibli-

cal sense? 

A G DAN/ELLS: No. • 

W W PRESCOTT: I would like to ask,Is it not true that our 

method of dealing with so many subjects as making up this message,  

tends toward this very thing of teaching something apart from 

Christ. When it isfelt that certain subjects, eight, ten, twelve, 

or twenty subjects must be presented in a certain order in order 

to give the message, does it not tend toward a sort of divided 

Christ, and the idea of getting to Christ through some subjects? 

I would like to ask in all candor this question of our 

Bible teachers. Is there a way of teaching the Bible that 

shall present to students or to people generally, all that they 

need to know at this time, this special time, for salvation, by 

just teaching them Christ? 

W G WIRTH: I would like to ask for advice. This applies 

particularly to my ministerial class. I have been teaching the 

yoe;tng men that we have been trying to cram too- many subjects 

upon the peopb. That is, we have taken the Seven Trumpets, the 

Seven cherches, and so forth, and by the time we go all through 

that, it is about all we can do but preach, and that is about 

all it is. I have told my boys that I thought it would be much 
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better for them to take our leading subjects and spend if need 

be, a week on each one. There is the state of the dead. Why 

not take a whole week on that subject? More than that, if need 

be, and not cram so much in one subject, but to make every one 

deeply siritual and hold up Jesus Christ to the people. Why 

Uwe would hdld up Christ more, we might not give the people-

so much at once, but we certainly would givethem a knowledge of 

Jesus Christ and the gospel of Jesus Christ. Take the 2300 

days. I maintain that that subject cannot be handled in one 

night and handled intelligently to an outside audience. It is 

too much. It simply becomes a mathematical process. I told 

my boys to take three nights. Take up to the 70 weeks for the 

first night. Spend a night on the 70th week, and from there 

on. If they do that, when they get into that 70th week and 

the middle of it, they have a beautiful opportunity for pre-

senting the love of Christ. We have been simply cramming that 

thing into one night, and simply saying that Christ died in 

the midst of the week, then cram them on to the 1810 years and 

up to 1844, and the people think of mathematics and miss al-

together the plan of salvation. 

The same way in the Millenium. We take the beginning of 

the thousand years and the end of the thousand years. Bless 

us, I don't know where the people are when they get through. 

They are all bewildered. When you get the Devil bound and the 

saints in heaven, allthe wicked killed at the brightness of 

His Coming, and I don't know where the people are. Homiletics 

teadas that that thing is absolutely impossible. You cannot 

cram in five or six points in one night. 
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• If we would take more time, we would have a beautiful oppor-

tunity of presenting and driving home anew the great fundamentals. 

We have been trying to cover too much ground. We don't 

need to take everything we have in a series of meetings. They 

need to know about the law the state of the dead, and the 

sanctuary. How many more of the leading points are there after 

you get through with those? If they get grounded in four or five, 

how much more do they need? They don't need the seven trumpets, 

they don't need the seven churches, they can get that in the 

process of becoming,good Seventh-day Adventists. I think a 

mistake has been made in trying to cram too many subjects into 

a tent effort instead of taking up fewer subjects that will 

give us the opportunity to present more of the truths of redemp- 

tion. 	 a 

C B HAYNES: Then after the people had received these five 

or six points of faith, would you receive them into the church? 

W G WIRTH: After they had become thoroughly, grounded in 

them, yes. 

W W PRESCOTT: What is the purpose of teaching the 2300 

days? I don't want to preach three nights on the '-'300 days. 

Not one night. That isn't the way I view the subject. -What 

Brother Wirth has said seems to eauhasize the idea that doctrinal 

points are the leading things to handle. I don't look at it 

that way. I don't want the 2300 days as a mathematical demon-

stration from B. C. 457 to 1844. I want it in reference to 

the great subject of the coming of a kingdom, and when I am 

teaching on the coming of a kingdom I want to use it in that 

connection. But as a demonstration apart from what 1 am trying 
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to bring to them as an experience and as to the kingdom coming 

by and by, it is useless. When I wantvibat is taught in the 

ninth of Daniel in this way, I use it. But you take Christe 

teaching. Tell me where you find a sermon on the state of the 

dead, I don't call them points, I call them living things. 

C B HAYNES: Your idea is that you.  want to develop in those 

who hear an experience that this Age calls for. Can you 

develop that full and complete experience as demanded at this 

time without presenting every one of these particular things 

we do present? 

W W PRTSCOTT: I don't want to answer, that by yes or no. 

Here is the vital thing. I may talk with these people night 

after night about points of dictrine, demonstrate them to them, 

and cover the whole ground, and yet not do the thing I want to 
listened to a sermon recently 

do for them. I 4alised steeete4I/ to a large audience of perhaps 

2500 people. What was the subjedt? The subject was the seven 

trumpets. The speaker ranged the whole range from trumpet one 

to trumpet seven. What for? That is what I kept asking myself. 

He tried to cover such an immense field that he got mixed. up 

himself, and got his periods wrong. He had 361 years and 11,  

days for his sixth trumpet period, and without demonstrating, 

asserted that it ended in 1640. I wondered what the got out 

of it. I thought it was an absolute conglomeration. I don't 

believe in that kind of preaching. If I want to use anything 

that pertains to the seven trumpets, tt is to help the people 

into an experience concerning the kingdom of God. The key to 

the 7,ho1e thin?: is the kingdom of Cod. God's purpose. in a king-

dom. Just to take points and demonstrate certain features 
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without regard to the great hope, isn't the thing. 

C B HAYNES: That is why you would give an exposition of 

Daniel 3, because it says "In the days of these kings shall 

the God of heaven set up a kingdom? 

W w PRESCOTT: Exactly. 

3XIMIT7NI A G DANIELLE: But in doing that you wouldn't  

mystify orleave in a twilight zone that whole line Of revelation 

from Babylon to those kingdoms whould you? 

2 W PRESCOTT: Absolutely not. I have taken up with the hea-

then people the second chapter of Daniel. Now those people don't 

know very much about history. They are not historians, but I 

have studied with them right through the book of Daniel and the 

book of Revelation. I have had a definite purp:se in it, and 

have used these portions of scripture that they might comprehend 

and that would help them. I was trying to minister to them, not 

simply a theoretical knowledge that a kingdom is coming, but 

to deal with the kingdom of Christ as a present experience in the 

hearts which is to be an outward revelation of that kingdom. 

I say don't forget that there were literal kingdoms on earth, and 

give the dates, too. I don't intend to go into the air. I try 

to keep my feet on solid facts. What are the facts for? What 

benefit is it to an outside audience to harangue them? I think 

we do in our teaching too much of that. That is the way I feel 

about it, and I am opposed to it. But I believe on keeping out 

feat On solid ground. I don't believe in decrying the -absolute 

facts of history. Keep right on the solid ground, for there is 

something to be gained if we will try to teach the thing as we 
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ought. When I meet an audience ofpeople that I may never meet 

again, I want to do something more than to make a mathematical 

demonstration og a prophecy. I want to introduce them to what 

will save them in the kingdom. 
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C.B.HATNES: tat is what I wanted you to bring out, Professor, 

and that is why I asked that question in the first place.. I find a . 
- preaching of the 

sort of sentiment toward swinging away fro/ thekdoctrines that have 
- 	- 	 . 

made us a separate people's  and turning:toward an evangelistic plan 

. sort of between. the. Salvation - Army.  eat the Billy Sunday.:-. kind. 

have, been .try , have been. -setting fa._ ands L. 

vflomito the time 

d start in to talk a 

the,:deetr 

d begin an 

the 44th verse 

.believe: ins teaTing- ` in a. anttelend  

twilight zone-  of ts. 	thationi tut the  . 	t object must be made?: 

laser . and strong, 	 the salvat on of man by the Lord Jesus.. 

11.111. 

	

	Tt"Thera is one thing about the .2d chapter •0 

itomethats  and that. is 

latest forth. 

eery, Vital question about, this - that 

occurred the fear that ssingIsg-we shallswing 

from one extreme to another,-the fear that the brethren would not 

feel obligated in their teaching of Christ and Rim orutoifiedto 

also establish the people in the fundamental things that belong to . 

our faith. Then when another man comes along, an enemy of the truth, 

he can readily tear dawn their faith. I. just- want to iimetrate with 

the tithing question. There is no way in which our relation to 

Jesus Christ can be more beautifully presented than in the tithing. - 

A. G. DANIELLS: But it can be presented in this way, that He, 

ant- the 

we eau lay an 

Christ ematastirel 

e.G.1  

position of 

as my text. 
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having purchased this world, reserves that for Himself. 

N.I.PBESCOTT: I do not want to be quoted as, one wbe.bolieveer  

in. leaving this message-and going off into the air.:  At the Portia 

camp-meeting, from which---I Inat came.,;: !fled an attendani:e that 

the great:tent end :tar otosta,:- 	o, 

the* on 'the' prophecies 

and fifth chapters,: r 

on solid ground:nit those' prophecies eta them go 

people, that thershaeld reative,;right then and. them..:  

believe in leaving these great truths at ail. But I round it no 

earl in my oWn experience- to restudy these truths and my relation 

to thee, 	 to the pule a that beets. 

11.11.11 	: Referenoe has been made to the use at the black-

board and the crayon and the mathematical figuring out of certain 

propoeiiuns is certain prophecies,the time of their fulfillment; 

etc. Those figure have been a, great feature in the presentation, 

both in print and free the desk. Ze this a question of aintnati 

any of these, or is it a. question of putting them into t heir 

proper setting as a part of the one and only thee? 

11.11.PBBSCDTT; That is my understanding of it. 

E.R.PALUR: That mathematical explanation has ben helpful 

to many minds in getting an understanding of these things. 

W.W.PRESO3TT: In ay meetings at Portland I had a blackboard, 

and used it right along. I believe in being very definite and very 

exact in presenting these things; bat they should be given in their 

proper setting. 

A.G.DANIELLB: Now, Brother Wilcos, will you state what you have 

in mind further on the question of Bible interpretation? 
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C. WILCOX: I have simply eozo additions trevercsagast to the 

laws and principles tzatkaunttitzt which I have presented.. 

fleet, The law of progressive development;,:: 

Second, The law of conteet; - and - 

Third, The 	 'Stint Niattinc 

to me, are splendid. things ler us to r 

There Tay be others who have psigoip1 to 

A.G.DANIELLS: Zinn Rave you any to add. to 

you use If so, state them; and if not, you oars 

about the topic. 

J.N.ANDXRSON: Was the idea of the historical eetti 

W.W.PEXECOTT: The law of the conteet would cover that, WO 

it? 

H.C. CM: There, is one more that I have used, a 

what I call the law of emphasis. There is one peculiari 

is 

about the 

ancient Hebrew and Groat, and particularly thattrzek, and that s 

that the= writ-twit language- expreesee all the subtleties of emphasis' 

that a good reader grculd put into it. Being inflected languages, 

you can pat in toward the front of the sentence the emphasis. 

New Testament Bible has taut subtle emphasis and we ales the mean-

ing of the passages when we do not catch their emphasis. For real, 

accuracy one needs to be somewhat familiar with those original tongues 

But there are translations in which the emphasis is presented. 

Take John 1:1: 'In the beginning was th4 Word, and the Word was 

lath God, and the Word 'as God." I think nearly everybody reads it 

that way. I have heard presidents of colleges read it that way. 

But just think what it means when you say, sand the Word was Gode s 

The inference would be that Be is not now. 	the beginning was the 
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Word, and the Word-was with God,--the eternity of the Word., the per-

sonality of the Word, and then,. "and the Word was God,' In a very 

simple way, yet a very beautiful way, the emphasis is place:ion the 

word God. That is one of the.eisplestillustrations of that grin- 

oiple. 

There is a text in Banana t eht reade like this: 

thanked that ye were the servants -of in." That is rather a queer 

statement, isn't it? Where does the emphasis lie?--on the word 

were; 'God be thanked that ye were the servants of sin.' with the 

thought expressed that they bad ceased. 

Rotherhamie version is one that brings out. the e 

on these texts. 

A.G.LANIELLS: What do you think of his rendering? 

B.C.I.ACIT: It is excellent, though there are many places where 

you want further study. 

WOL.PRIS 	Ton 
	 t,aw Jhasinuf' 

authoritative pa toy teaching? 

B.O.LACZT: Sot alone. There is no translation that is in- 

fallible. 

G,B.THOMPSON: I would like to ask if reading such as you have 

spoken of is taught in our schools as it ought to bet 

B.C.LACNT: No, here we have no teacher of oratory, and we 

all lament it, too? 

FeR.PALMER: I wish to refer to two items. I found myself 

sort of struggling with those principles of interpretation since 

they were mentioned. These laws that Brother Wilcox has mentioned 

tatiltesfilabitz119 	grftntImgagfill 
fully understand 
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E.f,pAL.:• The law of first mention. I somehow did not 

get hold of the idea. As I understood the statement, it was 

this: That the first time that a word or a phrase is used 

in the Scriptures the meaning that is there given to it is the 
_ 	- 

meaning throughout the Scriptures, except as,its meaning may be 

extended as we can see from the Scriptures. Would that apply 

to all words,and phrases? I think perhaps I can illustrate 

what I mean by referring to the word "generation" in the 

second chapter of Genesis. Would that definition or meaning 

of "generation" go all through the Scriptures? And further in 

regard to the law of precise meaning. There were some remarks 

made concerning it this morning that somehow confused me as to 

the relative use that might be made of a text, as to whether 

we should confine ourselves to the use of the text in the 

setting in which it appears, or whether they meant that the 

facts stated there might not be extended tarough all the 

experiences of life and apply as a living word in every 

	

generation of men. I would like to know, 	. Chairman, just what 

the meaning of this is. 

W.C.WILCOX: By "Law of First Mention" we mean 

that the first mention of any great or important fact, event, 

or teaching carries that primary meaning throughout 

the Word. This mast be in order to preserve the divine unity. 

The rule of the builder must be the sane throughout. Elsewise 

we are left to conjecture and guess work. To illustrate: 

(a) "In the beginning," that unmeasured period antedating 

the six days of Genesis, gives the meanina.  to that expression 

in all subsequent passages, as in Prov. 8:22,23; John 1:1. 
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(b) The sanctification of the seventh day, the origin of the 

Sabbath. Gen. 2:2,3. (c) The marriage relation. Gen. 2:18-24; 

Matt. 19:3-8. (d) The creation of man, the serpent, the 

fall of man, the deluge, are a few other instances of what 

holds good throughout the Bible. The first mention expresses 

the divine thought not alone for that passage, but for 

the future. 

W. W. PRESCOTT: Now in the 5th chapter of 

Ephesians and the 31st verse: "For this cause shall a man leave 

his father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife, and they two 

shall become one flesh. This is a great mystery: but I speak 

concerning Christ and the church." Would the law of First 

Mention apply to that text in Ephesians? 

M.C.W/LCOX: It would, I think and carry it still. 

further. 

W. W. PRESCOTT: My thought was, in the first mention 

was there anything warammid that could be laid hold upon in any 

way to interpret it as having anything to do with Christ and 

the church? 

M.C.WILCOX: That would come under the Law of Comparative 

Meaning, in which we take all the passages and learn from them the 

great lesson that God would have us learn. 

W.W.PRESCOTT: The first mention of "serpent" is in 

Genesis 3. In Rev. 12 the serpent is defined as "t-at old 

serpent the devil and Satan." If the serpent in Gen. 3 is 

an animal, according to the Lax of First Mention, would that 

apply in Revelation? 
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B.C.MILCOX: I think the thought is clear when we get 

the passages together that Satan was behind it. 

W.W.PRESCOTT:Z It does not say in Revelation who 

was behind it. 

M.C.WILCOX: 	He . was here, only he spoke through 

the MIX= serpent. 

E.C.LACBT: That serpent in Revelation was not an 

animal. 

- W.W.PRESCOTT: That is what .I want to get back to --

whether we can, under the Law of First Mention, say that 

the serpent in Genesis was an animel and that the serpent in 

Revelation is Satan. 

M.C.WILCOX: I did not say that the serpent in 

Genesis was an anim t. I do not think it is. I think it is 

Satan. 

G.B. THOMPSON: What do you mean by First Mention 	Do 

you mean the first time it is found in the Bible? 

Mena: Yes, the first time found in the 

G.B.TROMPSOM: If we should read a book out of 

its order, and find a word in it which had previously been 

mentioned in another book, how would that affect it? 

B.C.WILCOX: The book of the whole Bible. 

H.e.LACET: When we mean thr Law of First Mention we 

do not mean the first time the word appears, but that 

there are a sufficient number of instances of teat kind There 

to first mention of the topic is made which gives the key 

to the Thole subject in that field. In many instances we 

might say that is the Law of First Mention. 
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Take the word 	 "In the beginning God created.,, 

The Hebrew word for "God' there is 	 And right at the 

beginning we can see that the trinity is suggested. In the 

beginning God -- he created; it is singular. There is the 

trinity in unity. Perhaps. we tee it /nits purity there -- In 

the beginning God (Greek word stated) created by a single act; 

and so the unity of the Godhead is beautifully taught in the 

original Hebrew. And then when the Spirit of God is mentioned, 

as it is in the next verse, it says the Spirit of God brooded 

upoS the face of the water. The Hebrew word 	means brooded, 

and there is a beautiful word, the Holy Ghost represented 

throughout the Bible as brooding -- characteristic of a bird. 

There are gods many and lords many, but only one God. And when, 

he says "lute beginning God created' it is giventhe distinctive 

attribute of the Spirit of God. We read in Genesis 3 to 15 the 

account of the first temptation, when the woman was led to 

eat of the forbidden fruit, and we find three suggestions 

under which all possible sin is covered. Centuries later John 
the lust of the eyes, 

warns against "the lust of the fleshqand the pride of life 11.-.- 

exaotly these three things that caused the original sin. 

In the original promise, "The seed of the woman shall bruise the 

serpents head, and thou shalt bruise his heel,' we have the 

proAlse of the second advent and then the first advent, and the 

essential work between -- the incarnation of the son of God, 

the seed of the woman. 

W. W. PPrSCOTT: In the first presentation of the 

gospel it is the personal pronoun that is used --"he shall bruise 

thy head." I like the personal pronoun there. 
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Ef.o.Leery: Made- a brief remark, as to applying to 

first instances 	a brief summing up of his-remarks, but 

his remarks were not distinct enough to be heard at table.- 

W.W.PRESCOTTE 

I did not mean so such to 

Brother Wilcox, I? 

I am in harmony with this lawn 

to show that 

we are apt to.  

E. 

mean that 

in dividing betwse 

opinions. 

as used throughout 

practically the same 

difficulty in de 

If I have understood the law, 

arsaa application- r thi 

~hnt ideals of the laws and my 

d to think tba-t the word *generation° 

Bible, and an used in our work, was 

as the phrase in the beginning. And we 

termining what-is meant in the Bible by 

ent theories are arrived, at, 

would like-to know aust what is, 

And I thought that ter tixia law of 

it had universal application, 

the by that would unlock the generation problem. 

11..C.I.ACET; You must all remember that the wort 

74teneraticall is made up of two or three original words - 

(explains what these 'axe) 

IT.W.PRESCOTT: I think, Brother Palmer, the Biblical 

use of the word "generation* will help us on Matthew 24. 

H.A.WASTETTSN: Now we have symbols in the prophecies,  

such as the sun, moors, and stare. According to this law, as 

I understand. it, we will find the first instance in the Bible 

where they are mentioned. What about when the stun me-seta 
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stars symbolize ruling powers? How about the host of Daniel 8? 

W. V. PRESCOTT:  Note the first mention.. It says 

that they are for swum signs, and for seasons, and 	years, and:Y 

to give light. ThSs is on the first mention rather thAn the 

rule. 

El-A-WASHBURN:- 	adome-to'thewearing-of 

the crown oftwelvastars What would be the rule feund in 

determiningwhat:these stars symbolize? ' 

W.W.WRESCOTT; The whole question of nterpretatton 

may be an -open questisne but Oars is a difference between, 

terms symbolic and literal and we should distinguish. 

J.NIANDERSON: 
	 to mention a perdonal difficulty 

I *.hiss 	belongs in this part of our study.. It is in 

regard to the'oolirig of Christ. In JASes it is State11 ,1113e 

patient,-therefore„ brethren unto the coming of the Lord.* 

Now it-seems-that James ie wrtting to people livingln his own. 

time, andbaurgewthem to be patient, because thaLord isl 

coming very-soon.. 	y pply- thatto our own time, and- 
, 

we convey the idea that James had. our time in mind. The question 
ey 

is, How could James say that in his time?' How could he believe 

it? He seems to; he seems to teach that the Lord's coming iet 

very near, right in his own day. We find =nob the same in 

the 13th chapter of Romans, and in other passages, where the 

imminence of the Lord's coming is very clearly taught. 

We do not see very much of this in the teaching of Jesus, as I 

remember, or in the teaching of the apostles, but it seems to 

me it comes out very forcibly in these texts I have referred to, 

and I wonder how to understand them. It nay be Just imagination 
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in my mind..  

L.C.CAVIMESS: I wonder if there would be a time when this 

law of First Mention of the conflict might be applied to this 

generation. 

ELDTA1 DANIEL'S: 	 a_,subjeat for one of our 

studies. Gould the question be raised again then? 

J.N.ANDERSON: Yes- 

M.C.MILCOX: There is no trouble in this with the 

Law of First Mention at all, and .I do think that it is worthy of 

study. For myself, I have no trouble with it at all. I believe 
speaks 	 • 

that the apostle 4spatk of the days in which he lived just as 

Paul rad.,  :uet the same as all did, and I believe that when he 

reached those days; we find a further messas which is guided 

by the Spirit of God, just the same as John the Baptist did 

with the message that had been giveri 700 years before . 
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"Who are you?" He-answered RI am not that prophet.* 'But who are 

you that we may ten those that sent us?" RI sm the voice of 

one crying in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord." 

He knew his missions  just the Saint- as those who are hearing 

this Message know their meseage,. 	van Natrinved years that 

prophecy had., lain dormant, but When 	time came for it tu-

be fulfilled, God raised up the man.antto give the message. 

And so it was with, the declarations at the apostles They spoks 

not simply for their own- time but for all time. 

PRESCOTT:.  Is Ent the eZt3/0891031 	Luke 3:3 "And the lord 

of God. came unto John* a einlyin instance? Now when the 

comes that a message of God is to be givi  the Word 

that contains that message, no matter what has been in. 

the past—that word will come to people to give that message. 

DANTELLB: As it did. at the beginning of this moment. 

t, LACEY: I, wrist: to sera word au they.-lax of prea 

These lea difference between the in of precise> 

the law or first mention. That,  I meant to convey by the. 

precise mean 	 down to what the word really insane. 

ere. 	 body and a spiritual 
, 	- 

body; and it talks about the natural 
	

not understanding 

the things of God, only the spiritual man. What is the meaning or 

that "naturals? The law of precise meaning will. tell one to 

find out exactly what that means. That introduces an original 

thought. Likewise with the words, "body* ',soul* and "spirit." 

The hoyiy is our physical nature, the soul is cur intellectl,R1 

nature, the sprit spirit is our spiritual nature. "Sanctify 

you be y, soul and ppirit." Our present body is 't& soulas-- 

To illustrate: 
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body . We have five or seven senses, and our body is a 

uaterial body, but in the day of resurrection it will be 

a ghosittneackegipx spirit body. 

***** 

(The Tan Kingdoms—ad. Bollman) 

DANIELLS: We w311 continue with Elder Bollmanoe subject 

of the ten kingdoms. 

WASHBUBSt I would like to know hay/ the sOripture in 

Daniel 7 appeals to the brethren here, which sayer *I on—

sidered the horns, and behold, there came up imeng them 

another little horn, before whoarthere were- three of the 

first horns plucked up by the tootetiond -Bow 	you read that 

Scripture, what do you think Daniel east First, I think he 

saw the beast, and then there ware ten horns. He must hsve 

counted them. He saw these horns tefore bases' the eleventh 

because he said smother kingdom ernes among the ten. Watatxthie 

altexthatmkersaw ,The pointAis,this:[ DidlbeveIrevantkhorn- - 

stand-up coMplete and then thesethree other horns were plucked 

up, or did three go down as the one born came up. 

WIRTE: From the 84th verse it would seem to me the eleventh 

horn came up, as it says *And the ten horns out of this 

fladom are ten kings that shall arise; and another shall 

rise after them' md he shall be diverse from the first, and 

he shall subdue three kings." It would seem to me the ten 

were there when this other one came up. Be was "diverse from" 

the former horno. 

PRESCOTT: May I mske a suggestion. If we  

standing in Daniel's day and this vision was presented to us,  
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then we might wonder. how it would be fulfilled--whether the 

coming up of that.ons would crowd the other three out by 

the roots, or whether thmixamekd it would come up and then three ' 

horns goddown afterward. Bat now we- stand heresnd.lock back;. and.. 

we appeal-to history to dsoide sato -what three. kingdoms actually 

went down under the inflUence.oflhe.P00,Sei<' 

WASHBURN: - TheqUesiiee.ii; Whit did Daniel see-4 - 

PRESCOTT:HBat it involves the interpretation.- The guns 

is whether we should interpret it from the &Goma of history 

asit fulfills that proPheoy, or feematheastssepetntzeil interpret 

it apart from history. 

ANDERSON:-  Is that a safe- prinCiple of'interpretationo _ 

Interpret a text in the light of history. 

PRESCOTT: This is q  qmeation he raises as to history. 

PALNZR:.- If you were to take the reading of the Scripture • 

and visualize it so that Daniel assts sees this- little 

horn coming up as one sprout to crowd outthose about it,:  how 

woad you in-  the apPlioationsake-that power crowd oUtthsvHeruli?:-

Did the same power that rooted.:up one, root up the others? Was 

the Heruliauprocted.bythe same power that nprooted the other 

two? 

WASHBURN: 'X do not know as we can see-that in history; 

we can only infer that. 

BIRD: rWeAhave always made the statement that 

Arianism stood in the way of the development of the P-paoy. If 

that be true then it is .ear that the Papacy rooted out the 

three in coming up to do its complete work. In the development 

of the Papacy these others war, necessarily rooted out to dive 

it its full plane in prophecy. 

1 

187 
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. HAY ES; Are we to understand that there were not any more An  

Arian powers other than these three-The Hermits  Vandals and the 

.0strogoths. 

Youeould no say the Haul' ware Arians.. 
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• C WILCOX: It does not say that three horns must be 

plucked up for him to have place. The prophecy doeanot: 

declare that at all. (Reading) ?And as for the tenhorns„ 

out of this kingdoit shall Stings- arise, and another shall 

arise-afterthen,Hand he ehilllie'diveree -from the fetter, awille: 

shall pat dot:three kings., You take in the list•given_by 

Brother Hellman, the second list given by Elliott, 5330.532. 

In that he went down after that power arose (Heruli). Re may have 

beenthe element that put.. them down, but they did not go down. 

until after he was given recognition by the state. Isn't that 

all that is necessary? Can we not stand on that view of the 

prophecy? 

H A WASHBURN: Do you mean that those three kings were 

'rot put down by the papacy? 

M C WILCOX: Not necessarily that he might have place. 

A if PRESCOTT:. I was about to raise that question, whether 

we have any-reason to-  bring arianiem into the question, and as 

to whether Arianismstopped the papacy, when it did not disappear 

until away in the seventh century as a sort of official ;eligion. 

The Lombards didn't give it up until 722. 

W T flax: I think that application that has been made so 

many times has been the result of human reasoning rather than 

what the prophecy says. 

W W PRESCOTT: It has seemed to come in as one way of 

interpreting the prophecy, and that the time of plucking up the 

horns determines the time of giving the aaints into his hands. 

That is to be determined. It does not say in the prophecy that 
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there is aw connection. We have made that connection, but there 

is nothing in the prophecy that requires it. 

H ASWASHESDRN: I do int feel free to abandon the dates 533 

and 1798. I believe that the third horn was.  Plucked up in; 538. 

That is the only thing thatf•giveskise anything to begin with«, 

W W PRESCOTT: - I *Mad not abandon the 81s. My difficulty 

has been that the El's have been held and the 3's abandoned. 

People say that in 1798 the' pope was. taken prisoner and carried 

into exile. Bat Pope Gregory was taken prisoner- and. also- .. 
died in exile. If you choose to make that event the condition 

of fixing the date, what is the difference between the experience 

of Pope Pius and. the-experience of. Pope Gregory. The signifi-

panes of 1798 is in its setting, that is all. That is the only 

thing that distinguishes it. Otherwise you have nothing to - 

- distinguish-  it. My difficulty has 'been that the date was is 

set arbitrzaiiy at 538=1798, and-when the pope was taken prisoner 

that ended it., I know. another pope that was taken prisoner: 

• R PRZSCCRT: Look at these important periods that we ham"... 

The 1280 years, the lase years, the-133$-years, and, the 2300 years: 

Those are important prophetic periods. Suppose we say the 1380 

years begin primarily with the decree of Justinian,. the 1290 years 

with the decree of the Roman Council in 503. The 2300 years with 

the three-fold decree. A decree is something that you can fix 

definitely, and we have every one of those decrees. When I oan 

find that I find something very definite and positive that I can 

prove. Hut when I have to infer that the period begins when the 
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last horn went down Amble axe in doubt, I don't kitd,: a.lrery'so,  

foundation for beginning to build. I think those pagie4 bane 

with absolutely definite things. That makes a 

W T, X.BOX: ; A general questiom..-- Il it not-at 

greatest ditficuities_ that we have enootmtered in t.  

tion -of prophecy- have arisen from our eudeitvorto. read4xito 

or to. explain those things which •exe not themselves re 

in the prophecy? We go outside of the douain of .the .p 

itself and bring in human reasoning rather than-the revel 

of God. Ii. thisprophetic period there is- no mention made what4 
• 

ever of what these nations . wers, nor yet when they disappeared, 
• \ 

nor the particular agency by which they were uprooted. It stagily 

states the fact that three nations disappeared. 
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W.W.PRWSCOTT: May I add a word on this general betels? r 
would like to be undsretOod-as being a conservative.• I thought r 
would have-to proclaim it to you myself..- [Laughter) r do not 

think we should be looking around for:opportunities to change what 

we have taught. We should start:-  with.: the idea tilat this.massage is 

a true message; and we are no 	 to tear it down. riut• in 

my position., But I stand here Because we have taught a th 

that does not prove that it can not he changed; and when we eee 

clear light, We should advance in the light. 

There ara many people who have thought that they were taking-

the word of tod for their belief in the return of the Jews, the 

Sunday Sabbath, sad many other doctrines. But we come around with a 

tent and tell 	they mast not hold those beliefs because their 

fathers did; and wl ask them to change all their creed and tradi- 

tion. 	 on the same platform. 

movement wet 

L..; `2 S00 

were led by 

a de not believe the to  

ble than the early fathers-? 

ten they were godly men, and t 

(Adjourned to Sunday, at 8:00) 
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